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Abstract
COMBINATORIAL PROPERTIES OF POLYIAMONDS
by
Christopher Larson
Advisor: Joseph Malkevitch

Polyiamonds are plane geometric figures constructed by pasting together equilateral triangles edge-toedge. It is shown that a diophantine equation involving vertices of degrees 2, 3, 5 and 6 holds for all
polyiamonds; then an Eberhard-type theorem is proved, showing that any four-tuple of non-negative
integers that satisfies the diophantine equation can be realized geometrically by a polyiamond. Further
combinatorial and graph-theoretic aspects of polyiamonds are discussed, including a characterization of
those polyiamonds that are three-connected and so three-polytopal, a result on Hamiltonicity, and
constructions that use minimal numbers of triangles in realizing four-vectors.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Polyiamonds are plane geometric figures constructed of a finite number of equilateral triangles joined
edge to edge. Here are two examples:

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Sample Polyiamonds
Figure 1 (a) is a polyiamond which is a triangulated polygon, while Figure 1 (b) is a polyiamond with
“interior” vertices. A single equilateral triangle is the simplest polyiamond; two equilateral triangles joined
on an edge form a rhombus shape; six triangles (unless otherwise noted, triangle will mean equilateral
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triangle) can be joined together to form a hexagon. More technically, a polyiamond is homeomorphic to
the closed unit disk. I will not consider “polyiamonds” that have “holes” in their interiors.

While there is substantial discussion in the mathematical literature of squares joined edge to edge in the
plane, which are called polyominos, polyiamonds have not received a similar level of investigation. Here
is an example of a polyomino:

Figure 2: A Polyomino

Much of the study that has been devoted to polyiamonds centers on the question of how many distinct
shapes can be made with a given number of triangles. But there are other interesting questions that can
be asked; I will investigate here certain combinatorial properties of these figures, regarded as graphs. For
standard graph theory terminology, I refer the reader to [18]. It should be noted that the graphs we will be
talking about are finite simple graphs—that is, they contain a finite number of vertices and edges, and
neither loops (a vertex connected to itself by an edge) nor multiple edges (between the same pair of
vertices) are allowed.
It is worth noting that polyominoes can never be the graphs of 3-dimensional convex polytopes. However,
with polyiamonds the situation is more interesting: some (but not all) polyiamonds are the edge-vertex
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graphs of 3-dimensional convex polytopes—lending this class of geometric figures intrinsic interest,
perhaps greater than that of the more well-studied polyominoes. The reason why polyominoes cannot be
the vertex-edge graphs of 3-dimensional polytopes is that any connected finite figure composed of
squares will have boundary corners—that is, vertices of degree two. A vertex of degree two can, clearly,
be disconnected from the rest of the graph by eliminating the two vertices adjacent to that vertex. But this
means that (since all polyominoes have such vertices), no polyomino is three-connected. A key theorem
of Ernst Steinitz says that a graph can by realized by a three-dimensional convex polytope if and only if
the graph is planar and three connected. We shall see that some polyiamonds are the graphs of threedimensional polytopes. I will give a characterization of these polyiamonds later.

The focus of the following material is on the graph theory of polyiamonds and questions that graph
theorists ask might ask about them. We shall confine ourselves to considering polyiamonds as graphs
drawn in the plane, so that a finite polyiamond has an infinite face consisting of the unbounded region of
the plane (that is, we do not consider polyiamonds on compact surfaces or on surfaces of positive genus)
that surrounds the triangles which make up the polyiamond. I will draw diagrams using equilateral
triangles but nearly all the problems addressed here will not be geometrical problems but combinatorial
ones, associated with plane graphs whose vertices have maximal degree 6, all faces triangles with the
exception (except in the case of a single triangle) of the infinite face. I will use the term that a vertex is jvalent for a vertex of degree j in a graph. (In the polytope literature, it is common to talk about the valence
of vertices rather than their degrees.) I will use the terms degree j and j-valent interchangeably.

A triangle has three vertices, each of degree two. Polyiamonds other than triangles are obtained by
adding triangles, with the new triangle sharing a common edge with the pre-existing figure (i.e., it is not
permitted to join two triangles by only a vertex, nor is it allowed that the two triangles share only part of an
edge). It is also possible for an added triangle to share two edges with the pre-existing figure. It can share
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three edges only if the “added” triangle is in effect filling in a hole in a figure. (A figure with a hole in it is of
course not homeomorphic to a unit disk, and in general I shall not call such figures polyiamonds; I
mention them here and give a depiction below primarily for the purpose of illustrating what is not allowed.)
Let us consider each of these situations in turn.

Two triangles with an edge in common (Figure 3):

Figure 3: Polyiamond consisting of two triangles

Two triangles with part of an edge in common—not allowed (Figure 4):

Figure 4: Non-polyiamond

A figure in which some triangles are connected to the others only by a vertex—not allowed (Figure 5):
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Figure 5: Non-polyiamond (joined by vertex)

If we add a triangle by joining along one edge, then the vertex that is adjacent to the other two edges will
be new; that is, we have added one new vertex (of degree two). The two vertices at the ends of the added
edge will each have their degrees increased by one by the addition of the triangle. This is illustrated in
Figure 6.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Growing a polyiamond

If the triangle added to an existing figure shares two edges with the pre-existing figure, then this has been
accomplished by drawing an edge between two vertices of the existing figure. No new vertex is added;
the added edge increases the degree count by one for each of the two vertices to which it is adjacent. In
Figure 7, on the left is a polyiamond with all triangles beige; on the right, one triangle has been added (the
new triangle is left white), illustrating this process:

5

Figure 7: Growing a polyiamond without a new vertex

If the triangle added to an existing figure shares three edges, then this amounts to saying that there was a
“hole” in the figure that is now a constituent triangle. No vertex or edge has been added and no vertex
has its degree increased. I give the picture in Figure 8 to show what I am discussing, but it must be
emphasized that Figure 8 is not a legal polyiamond according to my definition, because such a “hole”
would not be allowed. (If holes were permitted, they could have more than three sides—that is, they need
not consist of a single missing triangle.)

Figure 8: Not a Polyiamond

6

Figure 9: Now a Polyiamond

There is an upper limit of six on the degree of any vertex. This is easily seen by considering the angle
measure of equilateral triangles, which is pi over three. Six times π/3 is 2π, so six triangles sharing a
common vertex amounts to one full rotation, filling up all the “space” at a vertex. This observation is
clearly one where the fact that we are discussing equilateral triangles matters—certainly one could have
vertices of higher degree than six if, e.g., isosceles triangles were permitted.

The Vertex Valency Equation for Polyiamonds

The least degree or valency a vertex in a polyiamond can have is two—we do not allow (in graph
terminology terms) a leaf (vertices which are 1-valent). The greatest degree count is, as was just
observed, six. It is easy to construct polyiamonds with vertices of any degree between two and six
(inclusive) and if one makes a few examples and counts degrees, one finds that the following relation is
obeyed by polyiamonds that do not contain holes:
(1)

2V2 + V3 = 6 + V5 + 2V6ext
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In this equation,V2 stands for the number of vertices of degree two, V3 for the number of vertices of
degree 3, V5 for the number of vertices of degree five, and V6ext for the number of exterior vertices of
degree six. As just explained, there are two varieties of six-degree vertices—exterior and interior. The
V6ext that appears in the equation above stands for a six-valent vertex on the boundary of a polyiamond, a
vertex bordering the infinite face. It should be noted that V4—vertices of degree four--does not appear in
the equation; such vertices may indeed occur in the figure, but they are not reckoned in the above count;
they are, so to speak, “free.” So also are V6int—six-valent vertices in the interior of the polyiamond. The
constant 6 that appears in the equation is for polyiamonds drawn in the plane, and in essence comes
from the fact that since polyiamonds are planar graphs, they obey Euler’s polyhedral formula, which
states that, for connected graphs in the plane, V + F – E = 2, where V stands for the number of vertices, F
the number of faces, and E the number of edges in the graph. The “infinite” face must be counted for this
equation to hold.

To make clear the distinction between an exterior and an interior six-degree vertex, here are pictures of
the two situations:
Interior six degree vertex (the vertex at the center of the hexagon):

Figure 10: 6-Valent Interior Vertex
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And here is a figure with a six-degree exterior vertex (in effect, one removes one of the triangles from the
above figure—the “central” vertex now is on the boundary, but it remains six-valent):

Figure 11: 6-Valent Exterior Vertex

There are two kinds of polyiamonds, those similar to the one in the figure directly above (Figure 11) and
that shown in figure 1 (a), which are triangulated polygons, and, on the other hand, those similar to the
hexagon depicted above (figure 10), and to figure 1 (b), which have “interior” vertices. The only type of
“interior” vertices possibly for a polyiamond are ones which are six-valent. (A triangulated polygon is a
plane polygon in which edges are drawn from vertex to vertex so that all interior faces are triangles.)

Let us prove:
Theorem 1:

2V2 + V3 = 6 + V5 + 2V6ext

Polyiamonds can be considered as planar graphs, so Euler’s polyhedral formula—V – E + F = 2—applies.
As usual, V is the number of vertices, E the number of edges, and F the number of faces in the graph.
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The vertices that appear in polyiamonds are of six types: 2-valent, 3-valent, 4-valent, 5-valent, 6-valent
exterior (that is, on the boundary of the figure), and 6-valent interior vertices. Thus we have:
(2) V = V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6ext + V6int
We can express the number of edges in terms of the vertices by recalling the formula:
2E = Σd(vi), where d(v) stands for the degree of a vertex, and the sum is taken over all vertices. Every
edge meets two vertices, so this sum counts each edge twice, accounting for the coefficient 2. In the
context of polyiamonds, this relation can be expressed as:
(3) E = (2V2 + 3V3 + 4V4 + 5V5 + 6V6ext + 6V6int) / 2
All the faces of a polyiamond are triangles except for perhaps the infinite face. (In the case of a single
triangle, which is of course a polyiamond, the infinite face is three-sided but we shall nevertheless not
count the infinite face as a triangle.) Every 2-valent vertex in a polyiamond is adjacent to just one triangle
in the polyiamond, every 3-valent vertex is adjacent to two triangles in the polyiamond, every 4-valent to
three triangles, every 5-valent to four triangles, every 6-valent exterior to 5 triangles, and every 6-valent
interior vertex is adjacent to six triangles of the polyiamond. Thus if we sum all these and divide by
three—since each triangle is adjacent to three vertices—we have a count of all but one of the faces: F – 1
(the infinite face is not included in our count of triangles). Elementary as this observation is, it is
sufficiently important to be recorded as a lemma:
Lemma 1: For polyiamonds:
(4) # triangles = F – 1 = ( V2 + 2V3 + 3V4 + 4V5 + 5V6ext + 6V6int) / 3
So now we put our expressions into Euler’s formula, subtracting one from the right side since our
expression for the faces counts F – 1. This gives us:
(5) V – E + F – 1 = V2 + V3 + V4 + V5 + V6ext + V6int - (2V2 + 3V3 + 4V4 + 5V5 + 6V6ext + 6V6int) /
2 + (V2 + 2V3 + 3V4 + 4V5 + 5V6ext + 6V6int) / 3 = 1.
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We multiply by 6 to remove denominators. The entries for V4 and V6int drop out, and we are left, after
rearranging, with
(1)

□

2V2 + V3 = 6 + V5 + 2V6ext

Equation (1) is simple, but the fact that two types of vertices appear on each side of the equation gives
polyiamonds a geometric and combinatorial richness. There are three regular polygons which can be
used to tile the plane: equilateral triangles, squares, and equilateral hexagons. If we consider figures
composed of squares joined edge-to-edge or equilateral hexagons joined edge-to-edge and derive a
corresponding vertex-valency formula for them, in both cases only one type of vertex appears on each
side of the equation: for polyominoes (figures made from squares) we have:
(6) V2 = 4 + V4ext
and for figures made of regular hexagons we have:
(7) V2 = 6 + V3ext

Just as 4-valent and 6-valent interior vertices can appear in polyiamonds but drop out of the vertexvalency relation, with equation (6) for polyominoes 3-valent and 4-valent interior vertices may appear in
the figure but drop out of the vertex valency equation, while in (7) interior 3-valent vertices may be part of
the figure but are missing from the equation. (Derivations of (6) and (7) are given in Appendix I.)
Polyiamonds are the only case where the plane figure can be—in some but not all cases—the edgevertex graph of a three-dimensional polytope.
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Eberhard Type Theorems

The formula we have just proves gives us some information—a partial characterization—of polyiamonds.
If a particular polyiamond exists its valences must satisfy (1). It also suggests a question that is a sort of
geometric converse: if we are given an arbitrary 4-vector of non-negative integers, x = V2 , y = V3, z = V5
and w = V6ext, and this 4-vector satisfies the relation
(8)

2x + y = 6 + z + 2w

does a polyiamond exist with the specified number of vertices of each type, assuming we are allowed to
use vertices of degree four, or interior vertices of degree six, or both, as required? The answer to this
question is yes, and in Chapter Two I will present a number of constructions to prove this. More
specifically, I shall demonstrate constructions that can be “pasted together” to build a polyiamond that will,
given a 4-vector of non-negative integers satisfying (8), have V2 = x, V3 = y, V5 = z and V6ext = w. There
are a few remaining “special case” four-vectors that satisfy (8) and will not be dealt with by the general
approach that will be presented; constructions of polyiamonds satisfying these special case four-vectors
will be exhibited for each one.

The inspiration for this question is a line of mathematical results that goes back to the 19th century blind
geometer Victor Eberhard. Euler’s formula, taken as a statement about 3-valent convex polytopes in
three-dimensional Euclidean space, has the following identity (equation (9)) as a consequence. In the
language used by polytope theorists, we are dealing with simple polytopes (in a simple d-polytope, every
vertex has degree d, where d is the dimension of the space—in this case three):
(9)

∑ (6 – k) pk(P) = 12.

In the above formula, pk(P) stands for the number of faces with k sides in the 3-polytope P. Satisfying (9)
is a necessary condition for the existence of a 3-valent 3-polytope. The proof of this formula is similar in
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flavor to the proofs of the polyiamond formula given above, and is also a straightforward specialization of
Euler’s formula. I shall briefly demonstrate it here:
(10)

F = p3 + p4 + …. pr

(The number of all faces, F, is simply the sum of the faces with three sides, four sides, five sides…. In this
enumeration we do count the infinite face, considering it to have the number of sides as appear on the
boundary of the plane representation of the polytope.)
(11)

2E = 3p3 + 4p4 + ….rpr

(The sum on the right counts all the sides of all the faces, each side, or edge, is counted twice.)
(12)

3V = 3p3 + 4p4 + ….rpr

(Recall, every vertex is adjacent to 3 edges—this is what it means for a polytope to be simple in threespace.)
We multiply Euler’s formula by 6 (so we have 6V + 6F = 12 + 6E), the expression for the number of faces
by 6, the expression for edges by 3, and the expression for vertices by 2, and plug in:
(13)

2(3p3 + 4p4 + ….rpr) + 6(p3 + p4 + …. pr) = 12 + 3(3p3 + 4p4 + ….rpr)

Combining terms, we get ∑ (6 – k) pk(P) = 12. It is customary to write this in the form:
(14)

3p3 + 2p4 + p5 = 12 + p7 + 2p8 + ….

This formula had long been known, but Eberhard near the end of the 19th century showed that a converse
is true: specifically, that if one has non-negative integers p3, p4, p5, p7, p8…..pr that satisfy the relation (9),
then it is possible to construct a convex simple (i.e., regular 3-valent) 3-polytope P with a face vector (that
is, an ordered set of integers) equal to the given p3, p4, ….. with some choice of p6. It should be
emphasized that p6 does not appear in the relation (9), and Eberhard’s theorem does not say that the six-
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sided faces, or hexagons, can be specified at will; in fact there are sequences for which certain values of
p6 are impossible, but there is always some p6 that works.

Branko Grünbaum, whose book Convex Polytopes did much to stimulate interest in this area of geometry,
has given a proof of Eberhard’s theorem in more modern terminology, and explored certain of its
consequences, as have other geometers; there is a considerable literature on these kinds of questions. In
particular, while Eberhard’s theorem involves 3-valent polytopes, Grünbaum introduced an Eberhard
problem for 4-valent 3-polytopes which prompted further development of the theory. Eberhard-type
theorems have given insight into the structure of certain classes of 3-polytopes and prompted new
questions that have a geometric-combinatorial flavor.

The following chapter will prove an “Eberhard Type” theorem for polyiamonds—that is, it will demonstrate
that, given a four-vector of non-negative integers (x,y,z,w) where 2x + y = 6 + z + 2w), one can construct
a polyiamond with V2 = x, V3 = y, V5 = z and V6ext = w, using as needed V4 and V6int vertices. Thus 4valent and 6-valent interior vertices play a role analogous to hexagonal faces in the Eberhard theorem—
they are in some sense “free”. In both cases, there is a diophantine equation in which the different
variables represent geometric objects, but in the geometric object that realizes the equation some
additional geometric objects may appear that do not appear in the diophantine equation. In the third
chapter some additional questions regarding polyiamonds will be considered, including the issue of how
many “free vertices” may be required to geometrically realize a given four-vector.
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Chapter Two: An Eberhard-Type Theorem for Polyiamonds

In the previous chapter a vertex-valency relationship, obeyed by all polyiamonds, was proved as Theorem
1:

(1)

2V2 + V3 = 6 + V5 + 2V6ext

In this chapter I will show that, given a four-vector of non-negative integers (x,y,z,w) where 2x + y = 6 + z
+ 2w, one can construct a polyiamond with V2 = x, V3 = y, V5 = z and V6ext = w, using V4 and V6int vertices,
which do not appear in the equation, as needed. In other words, any four-tuple (non-negative and
integral) that satisfies the algebraic relationship (1) can be realized geometrically as a polyiamond.

The general strategy of the proof is to offer two “starting configurations,” one using three two-valent
vertices and the other using six three-valent vertices, and show how one can systematically add more
triangles to one or the other of these starting configurations in a way that will produce a polyiamond for
any given four-tuple (x,y,z,w), assuming the values of the four-tuple satisfy equation (1). The starting
configurations correspond to two of the simplest solutions of (1)—simplest in the sense that V5 and V6ext
are zero; in effect, the starting configurations provide the 2-valent or 3-valent vertices that account for the
constant 6 in equation (1).

I should note that, while it is true that all four-tuples that satisfy (1) can be realized by a polyiamond, it is
not the case that all four-tuples that satisfy (1) have three (or more) 2-valent vertices, or six (or more) 3valent vertices. Thus the constructive process I will show does not apply to these four-tuples. However,
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there is only a finite and in fact quite small number of four-tuples which fail to have x ≥ 3 or y ≥ 6; for these
exceptional cases I will simply exhibit polyiamonds that represent the given four-tuple.

I will deal first with these exceptional cases and then present the more general recipe.

Polyiamonds Representing Small Four-tuples

Since we require that x,y,z and w all have non-negative integral values, it is clear that the smallest value
one can have for the right side of (1) is 6, when both z and w are zero, and in that case (1) reduces to 2x
+ y = 6. The following four vectors satisfy that relation: (3,0,0,0), (2,2,0,0), (1,4,0,0), and (0,6,0,0); these
are the only vectors with non-negative integral entries that do so.

If the right side of (1) is 7, achieved by setting z =1, then again there are four possible satisfying fourvectors: (3,1,1,0), (2,3,1,0), (1,5,1,0) and (0,7,1,0). The right side can be made equal to 8 in two different
ways—either by setting z = 2 or w = 1—and for each of these two options we have five choices of values
of x and y that will satisfy (1): (4,0,…), (3,2,…), (2,4,…), (1,6,…), and (0,8,….). (Ellipses are put in place of
z and w values because there are two possibilities (….,2,0) and (….,0,1) for each choice of x and y.) The
right side can be set equal to 9 by having either one 5-valent vertex and one 6-valent exterior vertex, or
by having three 5-valent vertices; in either case we would have the same five choices for possible x and y
values as shown for when the right side is equal to 8, except that the value of y would be one greater.

All told, then, we have the following situation: if 2x + y = 6, then there are four possible four vectors that
will need to be realized, and the same is true if 2x + y = 7; if 2x + y = 8 or 9, then there are 10 four-vectors
that are possible (five choices for x and y considered jointly times two choices for z and w).
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It is straightforward to give a formula generalizing these observations, but before doing so I present
constructions that realize the “small” four-vectors for which the general approach may not be applicable.
But I do note here that, if 6 + z + 2w ≥ 10, then we must have either three 2-valent vertices or six 3-valent,
so the general approach will apply.

As noted above, there are four simplest solutions to (1)—simplest in the sense that no V5 or V6ext vertices
appear. These four cases are (3, 0, 0, 0), (2, 2, 0, 0), (1, 4, 0, 0), and (0, 6, 0, 0), where the first slot in the
vector gives the value of x, the second the value of y, the third the value of z and the last the value of w.
We shall exhibit here polyiamonds that realize all these vectors, including the two that have x ≥ 3 or y ≥ 6.
These simplest cases function as something like a basis case of a mathematical induction, and the
procedures to be explained later are analogous to the inductive portion of a proof. Numbers near the
vertices indicate the valency of the vertex.

Case (3,0,0,0):

Figure 1: Three 2-valent
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Case (2,2,0,0):

Figure 2: Two 2-valent, two 3-valent

Case (1,4,0,0)

Figure 3: One 2-valent, four 3-valent

Case (0, 6, 0 0)

Figure 4: six 3-valent
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It is worth noting that the last two diagrams contain vertices of types not appearing in the diophantine
equation (1): Case (1,4,0,0) has two V4 and a V6int, while Case (0, 6, 0 0) has a V6int. These diagrams
also use the smallest number of vertices possible that obey the required conditions.

There are, as indicated in Table 1, four vectors that satisfy (1) when the right side has value 7. These four
vectors are: (3,1,1,0), (2,3,1,0), (1,5,1,0) and (0,7,0,0). While the first and last vectors given do have x ≥
3 or y ≥ 6, we shall exhibit constructions of all four cases for ease of exposition.

Case (3,1,1,0):

Figure 5: Three 2-valent, one 3-valent, one 5-valent

Case (2,3,1,0)

Figure 6: Two 2-valent, three 3-valent, one 5 valent
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It is worth noting that Fig. 6 is not “minimal,” by which I mean that one could realize the given four-vector
using fewer triangles. The same is true for some of the other constructions in this section. In Chapter
Three I discuss polyiamonds that are minimal (with respect to number of triangles) for a given four-vector.

Case (1,5,1,0)

Figure 7: One 2-valent, five 3-valent, one 5-valent

Case (0,7,1,0)

Figure 8: Seven 3-valent, one 5-valent

(It can be noted that the polyiamond in Figure 8 can be realized by a 3-polytope, because its graph is
planar and 3-connected.)
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There are ten four-tuples for when the right side of (1) equals 8, and another ten for when it equals 9. The
ten four-tuples that have 6 + z + 2w = 8 are the following: (4,0,0,1), (3,2,0,1), (2,4,0,1), (1,6,0,1), (0,8,0,1)
and (4,0,2,0), (3,2,2,0), (2,4,2,0), (1,6,2,0), (0,8,2,0). The ten four-tuples that have 6 +z +2w = 9 are
identical except that the y and z values in each four-tuple are increased by one: (4,1,1,1), (3,3,1,1),
(2,5,1,1), (1,7,1,1), (0,9,1,1) and (4,1,3,0), (3,3,3,0), (2,5,3,0), (1,7,3,0), (0,9,3,0).

Most of these four-vectors have x ≥ 3 or y ≥ 6 and so will be capable of being handled by the general
methods to be shown in the next section. I will nevertheless exhibit polyiamonds showing all of the fourvectors where the right side totals 8, to establish some familiarity with these constructions; where x ≥ 3 or
y ≥ 6 I will follow the methods to be shown later, even though other polyiamonds can be constructed
realizing these vectors. For the cases where the right side equals 9, I will show only the cases in which it
is not the case that x ≥ 3 or y ≥ 6. This will give a good supply of simple examples, and also serve as
“bases” for some of the general constructions that one might consider.

Case (4,0,0,1)

Figure 9: Four 2-valent, one 6-valent exterior (6e)
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Case (3,2,0,1)

Figure 10: Three 2-valent, two 3-valent, one 6-valent exterior

Case (2,4,0,1)

Figure 11: Two 2-valent, four 3-valent, one 6-valent exterior

Case (1,6,0,1)

Figure 12: One 2-valent, six 3-valent, one 6-valent exterior
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Case (0,8,0,1)

Figure 13: Eight 3-valent, one 6-valent exterior
Case (4,0,2,0)

Figure 14: Four 2-valent, two 5-valent

Case (3,2,2,0)

Figure 15: Three 2-valent, two 3-valent, two 5-valent
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Case (2,4,2,0)

Figure 16: Two 2-valent, four 3-valent, two 5-valent

Case (1,6,2,0)

Figure 17: One 2-valent, six 3-valent, two 5-valent

Case (0,8,2,0)

Figure 18: Eight 3-valent, two 2-valent
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Below are two polyiamonds for vectors in which x < 3, y < 6, and 2x + y = 9 = 6 + z + 2w.

Case (2,5,1,1)

Figure 19

Case (2,5,3,0)

Figure 20: Two 2-valent, five 3-valent, three 5-valent

We have completed the handling of special case four-vectors (including some additional constructions to
provide a fund of examples), and shall now proceed to the general approaches that can deal with
arbitrary vectors in which x ≥ 3 or y ≥ 6. But we record the above constructions as:
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Theorem 2: If a four-vector with integral non-negative entries (x,y,z,w) satisfies 2x + y = 6 + z + 2w, and it
is the case that z = w = 0 and/or x < 3 and y < 6, then there exist polyiamonds that realize the vector with
x 2-valent vertices, y 3-valent vertices, z 5-valent vertices and w 6-valent exterior vertices, using 4-valent
and 6-valent interior vertices as needed.

Before continuing with the proof that all suitable four-vectors have realizations as polyiamonds I derive, as
promised, a formula counting the number of possible four-vectors for a given value of the right side of
equation (1). Suppose, then, that 2x + y = n = 6 + z + 2w, and suppose n is even. Obviously, in this case
x can have every value between 0 and n/2 inclusive, which is a total of n/2 + 1 values. Each choice of an
x value determines a corresponding choice for y, so this counts all non-negative integer solutions for the
left side of the equation. In the same way we can enumerate the possible values of z and w that will solve
for n on the right side, in this case adjusting for the constant 6: w can have any value between 0 and (n6)/2 inclusive, a total of (n-6)/2 + 1 values. The choices for x and y are independent of the choices for z
and w, so that the total number of four-vectors that satisfy (1) for a given n, if n is even, is precisely:

(2)

(n/2 + 1)(n/2 – 2)

If n is odd, then let n’ = n – 1; then n’ is even and we can use formula (2). There is a one-to-one
correspondence between the solutions for n and the solutions for n’, given by taking each solution for n’
and adding one to the value for y and one to the value for z, so we have the same number of solutions for
n as we do for n’. In other words, the number of solutions increases whenever we increase n by two.

We label these calculations:
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Theorem 3: If the value of the right side of equation (1) is 2m, then the number of distinct four-vectors that
give that value is (m + 1)(m – 2). If the value of the right side of equation (1) is 2m + 1, the same formula
gives the number of distinct four-vectors: (m + 1)(m – 2).

This observation is a slight digression from the issue of geometric realization of four-vectors, but it
seemed useful here to show how to address this particular case of combinatorial complexity in going
between numerical solutions of equation (1) and geometrical polyiamonds that realize these solutions.

Vectors with at least Three 2-Valent Vertices Are Realizable

Suppose you are given a four-vector of non-negative integers (x,y,z,w) which satisfies:

(1)

2x + y = 6 + z + 2w

and which has x (2-valent vertices) greater than or equal to three. We will present a recipe in this section
for constructing a polyiamond which has V2 = x,V3 = y, V5 = z and V6ext = w. In the section that follows this
one we will indicate how a strictly analogous procedure can be used in the case where one has six 3valent vertices instead of three 2-valent ones.

Before starting with the details, I give a sketch of the general idea. We start by thinking of the given vector
as consisting of two parts—a vector that is (3,0,0,0) and another that is (x-3,y,z,w). The three special 2valent vertices we will call anchor vertices, and two of them will be positioned at the left end of the
construction diagram, and one at the right end. These three vertices account for the constant 6 in (1),
since they are 2-valent and so we have 2 x 3 = 6. Once that constant is taken care of, then the remaining
2-valent and 3-valent vertices must exactly balance the 5-valent and 6-valent exterior vertices. Because
of this exact balance, one can alternate between the left-hand vertices—x or y—and the right hand
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vertices—z or w, and that is what we will do. Clearly, the parity of the vertex value must be kept in mind:
since x and w are multiplied by two, they will balance each other one-to-one, while one x balances two z,
two y balance one w, and the y and z balance one-to-one. The constructions will allow for this. The parity
considerations also mean that y and z must both be odd, or must both be even. Our approach will be to
always group 3-valent (whether balancing 5-valent or 6-valent exterior vertices) in groups of two, until all
or all but one of the 3-valent vertices have been used up, and then this last 3-valent vertex (if there is an
odd number of 3-valent and 5-valent vertices) will appear at the end on the right in the diagram, balancing
a 5-valent vertex. The same reasoning applies to 5-valent vertices—these will always appear in the
constructions in groups of two (whether balancing a 2-valent or two 3-valent vertices) until all or all but
one have been used up.

The diagram below is intended to suggest the general idea—the triangles on the left part of the diagram
represent the left end of a construction (with two anchor vertices) and the four triangles on the right side
of the triangle represent the right side of the same polyiamond (with one anchor vertex)—but the middle
part of the polyiamond will be filled in as needed (and as specified by an algorithm detailed below) to
realize a given vector. Thus the figure below is not to be thought of as representing two different
polyiamonds, or a “before” configuration and an “after” configuration, but rather the left and right
extremities of one polyiamond, and the gap—the white space—in between would be filled by triangles
that would join these two sides together. The point of showing the left and right extremities of the figure is
that these ends account for the constant 6 in our formula, using three two-valent “anchor” vertices to do
so, while the middle will be filled with other triangles to make up the rest of the vertex vector.
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Case where V3 = 0 (mod 2)

Figure 21: Placement of anchor vertices

In the diagram above, the 4-valent vertices that appear on the bottom of the figure will appear in other
constructions—the idea is to make a construction that gets bigger by adding triangles that extend the
construction straight to the right, and, except for anchor vertices, all other vertices that appear in the
vector (x,y,z,w) will appear on the top edge of the figure. The 4-valent vertices do not appear in the
equation (1) and are “free”.

If the vector to be handled has an odd number of 3-valent and 5-valent vertices, then the right end will be
slightly different, as shown in Figure 22.

Case where V3 = 1 (mod 2)

Figure 22: Anchor vertices with odd number of 3- and 5-valent vertices
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In the construction above, note that anchor vertex on the right is adjacent to a 3-valent vertex, and this 3valent vertex is adjacent to a 5-valent vertex; these two vertices (the 3-valent and the 5-valent) in this
position will enable the handling of odd numbers for y and z.

What is necessary now is to make precise the idea of how one fills in the middle of such a construction
with triangles to represent the desired vector. I shall start by exhibiting four basic constructions, aimed at
showing how one can deal with certain infinite but simple classes of vectors—simple in the sense that,
apart from the three 2-valent “anchor” vertices, the other vertices are all of only two types (one from the
right side of the equation and one from the left). More specifically, the basic constructions to be shown
immediately below will demonstrate how one can represent vectors in which—again, apart from the
“anchor” vertices--there are

(1) only 2-valent and 6-valent exterior (and necessarily the same number, leaving out the three anchor 2valent vertices)
(2) only 2-valent and 5-valent (with twice as many 5-valent as 2-valent, leaving out the three anchor
vertices)
(3) only 3-valent and 6-valent exterior (twice as many 3-valent as 6-valent)
and
(4) only 3-valent and 5-valent (same number of each).

These basic constructions will show how to realize any vector that can be written in the forms
(1) (3,0,0,0) + (x-3,0,0,w)
(2) (3,0,0,0) + (x-3,0,z,0)
(3) (3,0,0,0) + (0,y,0,w)
(4) (3,0,0,0) + (0,y,z,0)
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Once we have these constructions in hand, we will proceed to show how one can paste them together to
represent a general vector: (3,0,0,0) + (x-3,y,z,w) that satisfies the equation (1). The idea is that we will
alternate two kinds of vertices, then when one (or both) of those vertices is exhaused, we will proceed to
alternating a different pair of kinds of vertices, and so proceed until all vertices enumerated in a given
vector have been used.

While each figure can of course only show a finite, fairly small, number of vertices, it will be obvious how
the number can be extended arbitrarily. Vertices that appear in the four-vector are labeled, but 4-valent
and 6-valent interior vertices are not labeled.

Here are the basic constructions:

(1) Alternating 2-valent and 6-valent exterior, (3,0,0,0) + (x-3,0,0,w); V5 = 0 and V3 = 0. The particular
construction shown in Figure 23 is a solution for the vector (8, 0, 0, 5).

Figure 23: Basic construction 1, alternating 2- and 6-valent

2) Alternating 2-valent and 5-valent, (3,0,0,0) + (x-3,0,z,0); V6 = 0 and V3 = 0. The particular construction
shown in Figure 24 is a solution for the vector (7, 0, 8, 0).
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Figure 24: Basic construction 2, alternating 2- and 5-valent

3) Alternating 3-valent and 6-valent exterior, (3,0,0,0) + (0,y,0,w); V5 = 0 and V2 = 0. The particular
construction shown in Figure 25 is a solution for the vector (3, 6, 0 ,3). Note that the construction has
necessarily an even number for V3, since it takes two 3-valent vertices to balance each 6-valent exterior
vertex.

Figure 25: Basic construction 3, alternating 3- and 6-valent

4) Alternating 3-valent and 5-valent, (3,0,0,0) + (0,y,z,0); V6ext = 0 and V2 = 0. The particular construction
shown in Figure 26 is a solution for the vector (3, 7, 7, 0).

Figure 26: Basic construction 4, alternating 3- and 5-valent
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In the construction above, V5 = 7 and V3 = 7; the construction alternates a pair of 5-valent vertices with a
pair of three-valent vertices. If there are an even number of three-valent and five-valent vertices, then one
simply removes the two right-most triangles, converting the last five-valent vertex to a four-valent one and
eliminating the last three-valent vertex; the right anchor two-valent vertex is shifted one unit to the left.

In the four cases above one of the two variables on the right-hand side of (1) was zero. I will now consider
the general case, where both z and w may be positive; in doing so, we bear in mind that if z is odd that
will require a modified construction.

Suppose now we have a general vector that we can write in the form (3,0,0,0) + (x-3,y,z,w), all entries
non-negative and integral. One can imagine a geometric realization of this vector that follows a complex
pattern of alternation between 2- or 3-valent vertices, on the one hand, and 5- and 6-valent exterior
vertices; for example, a 6-valent vertex followed by two 3-valent followed by two 5-valent followed by a 2valent followed by another 6-valent followed by a 2-valent followed by two five-valents followed by either a
2-valent or two 3-valents and so on. We shall not allow this kind of variation. To make things simpler, we
shall adopt a systematic scheme governing how to alternate vertices.

Alternation Scheme



If there are 6-valent vertices in the vector, then those are used first, meaning they will be put on
the left end of the figure (the side with two anchor vertices). We shall also consistently use 2valent vertices ahead of 3-valent vertices, so long as we have 2-valent vertices, so each 6-valent
vertex will be balanced by a following 2-valent vertex, if the vector includes 2-valent vertices in
addition to the three “anchor” 2-valents. This part of the figure resembles basic construction 1
above, for the vector (3,0,0,0) + (x-3,0,0,w).
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If 2-valent vertices are lacking, or have been all used up and 6-valent vertices remain, then pairs
of 3-valent vertices will be used to balance the 6-valent vertices, following after each 6-valent
vertex. This part will resemble the basic construction 3 above, for the vector (3,0,0,0) + (0,y,0,w).



When all 6-valent vertices have been used, then we switch to 5-valent vertices, assuming there
are any. The 5-valent vertices are added to the figure in pairs (that is, one 5-valent is followed
immediately by another) until all or all but one of the 5-valents have been used. A pair of 5-valent
vertices is followed and balanced by one 2-valent vertex if there are still 2-valent vertices
available. This part of the figure resembles basic construction 2 above, for the vector (3,0,0,0) +
(x-3,0,z,0).



Lastly, when all 2-valent vertices are used up as well as all 6-valent vertices, we then balance
pairs of 5-valent vertices by pairs of 3-valent vertices; if there are an odd number of 5-valent and
3-valent vertices then the last remaining 5-valent and 3-valent appear unpaired at the right end of
the figure. This part resembles the basic construction 4 above, for the vector (3,0,0,0) + (0,y,z,0).

There is nothing pre-ordained about the choices made in the scheme described above; other schemes of
alternation could certainly be offered. But the one given works and has the virtue of being in the spirit of
the four cases just treated. The instructions given in the Alternation Scheme bullet points above I will
reproduce below in a slightly different format that resembles a computer program; that is, I will express
them in pseudo code.

What remains is to show how we can switch from one stage to another stage. We need to give
constructions that show one can make the following transitions:

(A) From alternation of 2-valent and 6-valent to alternation of 2-valent and 5-valent;
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(B) From alternation of 2-valent and 5-valent to alternation of 3-valent and 5-valent;

(C) From alternation of 2-valent and 6-valent to alternation of 3-valent and 6-valent;

(D) From alternation of 3-valent and 6-valent to alternation of 3-valent and 5-valent;

(E) From alternation of 2-valent and 6-valent to alternation of 3-valent and 5-valent (simultaneously
switching both 2- and 3-valent and 6- and 5-valent). This last transition is perhaps not strictly
necessary—it is a combination of the first transition listed above plus (immediately) the fourth
transition (the one just above this); but it seemed helpful to spell it out.

The constructions below illustrate these transitions.

(A) From alternation of 2-valent and 6-valent to alternation of 2-valent and 5-valent (this realizes the
vector (9,0,6,3) = (3,0,0,0) + (6,0,6,3):

Figure 27: Transition A: from 2- and 6- to 2- and 5-valent

(B) From alternation of 2-valent and 5-valent to alternation of 3-valent and 5-valent (this realizes the
vector (5,9,13,0) = (3,0,0,0) + (2,9,13,0):
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Figure 28: Transition B: from 2- and 5- to 3- and 5-valent

(C) From alternation of 2-valent and 6-valent to alternation of 3-valent and 6-valent (this realizes the
vector (5, 6, 0,5) = (3,0,0,0) + (2,6,0,5):

Figure 29: Transition C: from 2- and 6- to 3- and 6-valent

(D) From alternation of 3-valent and 6-valent to alternation of 3-valent and 5-valent: (this realizes the
vector (3,11,7,2) = (3,0,0,0) + (0,11,7,2):

Figure 30: Transition D: from 3- and 6- to 3- and 5-valent
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(E) From alternation of 2-valent and 6-valent to alternation of 3-valent and 5-valent (simultaneously
switching both 2- and 3-valent and 6- and 5-valent) (this realizes the vector (6,7,7,3) = (3,0,0,0) +
(3,7,7,3):

Figure 31: Transition E: from 2- and 6- to 3- and 5-valent

We now have all the constructions necessary to deal with a general vector. I will give an illustration of
how one applies the principles listed above under the heading “Alternation Scheme” to deal with sample
vectors, but before I do so, I shall recast them in more explicit form. Here it is, in pseudo-code form. This
algorithm is to be used when one has three or more 2-valent vertices (x≥3):

Algorithm for Realizing Four-Vectors When x≥3

Given a four-vector (x,y,z,w) satisfying (1) where x is number of 2-valent vertices, y is number of 3-valent
vertices, z is number of 5-valent vertices and w is number of 6-valent exterior vertices.
1. Write (x,y,z,w) as (3,0,0,0) + (x-3,y,z,w).
2. Is w > 0? If yes, go to 3, if not, go to 15.
3. Is x-3>0? If yes, go to 4, if not go to 12.
4. If x-3<w, go to 5. If x-3=w, go to 8. If x-3>w, go to 9.
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5. Is z>0? If yes, go to 6. If no, go to 7.
6. Start with basic construction 1. Use transition c to go to basic construction 3. When 6-valent exterior
vertices exhausted, use transition d to go to basic construction 4. Continue this until done.
7. Start with basic construction 1. Use transition c to go to basic construction 3. Continue until done.
8. Start with basic construction 1. Since x – 3 = w, to satisfy (1) y must equal z. If y = z > 0, use transition
e to go to basic construction 4 and continue until done. If y = z = 0, continue with basic construction 1 until
done.
9. Is y>0? If yes, go to 10. If no, go to 11.
10. Start with basic construction 1. Use transition a to go to basic construction 2. When 2-valent vertices
are exhausted, use transition b to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.
11. Start with basic construction 1. Use transition a to go to basic construction 2. Continue until done.
12. Is z>0? If yes, go to 13. If no, go to 14.
13. Start with basic construction 3. Use transition d to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.
14. Start with basic construction 3 and continue until done. No transitions necessary.
15. Is z > 0? If yes, go to 16. If no, then there are neither 6-valent exterior nor 5-valent vertices, but there
are three 2-valent vertices, so the construction is a triangle, the simplest polyiamond, and we are done.
16. Is x-3>0? If yes, go to 17. If no, go to 20.
17. Is y>0? If yes, go to 18, if no, go to 19.
18. Start with basic construction 2. Use transition b to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.
19. Start with basic construction 2. Continue until done. No transitions necessary.
20. Start with basic construction 4 and continue until done. No transitions necessary.
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The algorithm given above can be visualized as a decision tree, and I provide that here. The numbers
refer to the numbers of the pseudo-code steps:

Figure 32: Decision tree for creating a polyiamond given three or more 2-valent vertices

The exact procedure one follows depends of course on the values of x,y,z, and w in the vector one is
given to realize. Some of the instructions are part of the logic of the procedure, determining the values of
x, y, z and w, while the other lines specify which constructions to paste together for a four-tuple with those
values. These two situations can be distinguished geometrically—if a node has one or more arrows
coming out of it, then that node refers to instructions that determine relative values of x,y,z and w; if the
node has out-degree zero, then it says which constructions to use, in what sequence, to realize the given
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vector. In Appendix II there are provided sample vectors that lead to each one of terminal nodes and
exhibit a polyiamond that realizes the sample vector in accordance with the algorithm.

I give a few more remarks on how the data in a four-vector is handled in this algorithm for geometrically
realizing the four-vector. There are four types of vertices in the vector, and I have labeled these x (2valent), y (3-valent), z (5-valent) and w (6-valent exterior). Polyiamonds can be constructed using only
one type of vertex, or two types, or three types, or all four. I consider these in turn and discuss the
application of the algorithm.

If only one type of vertex is used, then it must be either 2-valent or 3-valent, because of the constant 6 on
the right side of the equation, and if 2-valent then there must be three vertices, and if 6-valent there must
be six. We have shown constructions that cover both these possibilities (a triangle and a hexagon) in the
preceding section on small four-vectors.

If two types of vertices are used, there are two distinct ways in which this is possible: both types may
come from the left side of the equation—that is, we use both x and y—or one type comes from the left
and one type comes from the right, and there are four variations on this: x and z, x and w, y and z, and y
and w. (Four choose two is six, but our equation does not allow the choice of just z and w as an option.) If
the two types of vertices are x and y, then the only possibilities are the vectors (2,2,0,0) and (1,4,0,0); in
the previous section we constructed polyiamonds that realize these vectors. If the two types of vectors
come one from the left side of the equation and one from the right, then these vectors can be realized by
one of the basic constructions.
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In tabular form, we have:
Table 1: Only two types of vertices positive

X and Y>0

X and W>0

X and Z>0

Y and W>0

small vector

Line 8 (y=z=0)

Line 19

Dealt with in

realized in

(basic construction (Basic construction

first section

1)

Y and Z>0
Dealt with in

next section

next section

2)

If three types of vertices are used, then we either have two from the left and one from the right, or two
from the right and one from the left. The “transition” constructions shown above handle these situations;
that is, the transition constructions shown above handle the situation for when x is ≥ 3, and analogous
constructions exhibited in the next section handle the situation for when y is ≥ 6. (If x is not ≥ 3, and y is
not ≥ 6, then we have a “small” vector for which a construction was exhibited in the previous section.) For
example, suppose y = 0 and the other types of vertices are positive: in that case we use transition (a),
which pastes together basic constructions one and two. Line 7 covers precisely this situation. One more
example: suppose w = 0, while the other types of vertices are all positive (and we will further suppose that
x is ≥ 3 so we can use the constructions from this section; if x is less than three then we would use a
strictly analogous construction from the section below). In this case we would use transition (b), which
pastes together basic construction 2 and basic construction 4. This is line 18 in the pseudo-code above.
In tabular form:

Table 2: Three types of vertices positive
X and Y and W
Line 7

X and Y and Z
Line 18

X and W and Z
Line 11

Y and W and Z
Dealt with in next section
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Finally, the one remaining possibility is that all four types of vertices are present. If x equals three then all
2-valent vertices would be used as anchors, and our construction would resemble that shown in transition
d above, so let us assume x > 3. The strategy is to use 2-valent and 6-valent vertices until those are
exhausted, and then switch to 3-valent and 5-valent vertices. The reason the algorithm is a little
complicated is that if there are, say, more 2-valent than 6-valent vertices, we need to make a transition
from alternating between 2-valent and 6-valent vertices to alternating between 2-valent and 5-valent
vertices—and then follow this up (since we do have 3-valent vertices) with a transition from alternating 2valent and 5-valent to alternating 3-valent and 5-valent. Line 10 covers this option, and the decision tree
illustrates how one arrives at line 10. If, on the other hand, there are more 6-valent than 2-valent vertices,
then one has a transition from alternating between 2-valent and 6-valent to alternating between 3-valent
and 6-valent—and then one follows that with a transition from alternating 3-valent and 6-valent to
alternating 3-valent and 5-valent vertices. This is line 6, and again, the decision tree shows how one gets
to it. We can represent the possibilities in tabular form:

Table 3: X – 3 > 0, and other types of vertices also positive

X–3<W
Line 6

X–3=W

X–3>W

Line 8

Line 10

I will now give one sample vector and illustrate how one constructs a polyiamond from a four-vector
satisfying (1) in accordance with the algorithm. (Realizations of more sample 4-vectors are supplied in the
appendix.) Suppose, then, one is given the following vector: (7, 7, 11, 2). This satisfies (1).

In accordance with line 1, we write the given vector as (3,0,0,0) + (4,7,11,2). Line 2 checks whether w is
greater than 0; w = 2, so we go to line 3. Line 3 asks if x-3>0; it is, so we go to line 4. Applying line 4, we
see that x-3=4>2=w, so we go to line 9. Line 9 asks if y>0. It is, so we go to line 10. We then follow the
instructions in line 10, which says to start with basic construction 1 (alternating 2-valent and 6-valent
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vertices), use transition a (from 2-valent and 6-valent to 2-valent and 5-valent) to go to basic construction
2, and then use transition b (from 2-valent and 5-valent to 3-valent and 5-valent) to go to basic
construction 4. Following these steps produces the polyiamond below.

Figure 33: Realization of sample 4-vector with 4 types of vertices

A different four-vector might require different transitions or basic constructions, but can be handled
similarly.

We summarize the results of the above discussion and constructions as:

Theorem 4: If a four-vector with integral non-negative entries (x,y,z,w) satisfies 2x + y = 6 + z + 2w and x
≥ 3, the four-vector can by realized geometrically by a polyiamond with x 2-valent vertices, y 3-valent
vertices, z 5-valent vertices and w 6-valent exterior vertices, using 4-valent and 6-valent interior vertices
as needed.

□

Vectors with at Least Six 3-Valent Vertices Are Realizable

The presentation here will be less detailed than it was in the preceding step, since what is shown will be
quite similar; the only differences are related to the fact that instead of using three 2-valent vertices as
“anchors” to balance the constant 6 in equation (1), we instead use six 3-valent vertices. In a manner
analogous to the previous section, if one is given a vector (x,y,z,w), non-negative and integral, that
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satisfies (1), then one breaks it into two parts: (0,6,0,0) + (x, y-6,z,w), with the first vector dealing with the
constant term in (1). We shall follow the same alternation scheme and same algorithm, with the sole
exception that the part of the polyiamond that provides the anchor vertices will have 3-valent vertices
instead of 2-valent vertices.

I draw attention to the fact that the recipe given below shows how to deal with vectors in which y ≥ 6,
without paying attention to the value of x. That is, the number of 2-valent vertices is allowed to be 3 or
greater; thus, the steps below can be used in cases where one might also use the constructions in the
section preceding this. (And, similarly, the algorithm of the previous section only required that x≥3, and
could be used if y was greater than or equal to 6.) Thus the approach taken here does not partition all
vectors into disjoint classes, but instead provides two choices, either of which can be used if the fourvector has both x≥3 and y≥6. I believe it is simpler to proceed in this way, and providing “double
coverage” of these vectors, as it were, does not detract from the basic goal—to show that any vector
satisfying (1) can be realized.

Here, then, are a set of four basic constructions identical to those in Step Two except for the anchor
vertices. I label these with a B to distinguish from the basic constructions with two-valent anchor vertices.

Basic Construction One B (aside from anchor vertices, only 2-valent and 6-valent exterior; V5 is zero)
(0,6,0,0) + (x,0,0,w):

Figure 34: Basic construction 1b, alternating 2- and 6-valent
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Basic Construction Two B (aside from anchor vertices, only 2-valent and 5-valent vertices; V6 is zero)
(0,6,0,0) + (x,0,z,0):

Figure 35: Basic construction 2b, alternating 2- and 5-valent

Basic Construction Three B (only 3-valent and 6-valent vertices; V5 is zero) (0,6,0,0) + (0,y-6,0,w):

Figure 36: Basic construction 3b, alternating 3- and 6-valent (not 3-polytopal)

Basic Construction Four B (only 3-valent and 5-valent vertices; V6 is zero) (0,6,0,0) + (0,y-6,z,0):

Figure 37: Basic construction 4b, alternating 3- and 5-valent (3-polytopal)
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(If the number of 3-valent and 5-valent vertices is even, then one removes the entire bottom row of
triangles, along with the three rightmost triangles in the middle row; having done that, the anchor vertices
appear as in the constructions immediately above.)

I now present constructions showing how to make the following transitions:
(A) From alternating 2-valent and 6-valent to alternating 2-valent and 5-valent;
(B) From alternating 2-valent and 5-valent to alternating 3-valent and 5-valent;
(C) From alternating 2-valent and 6-valent to alternating 3-valent and 6-valent;
(D) From alternating 3-valent and 6-valent to alternating 3-valent and 5-valent;
(E) From alternating 2-valent and 6-valent to alternating 3-valent and 5-valent.

Transition Case A (alternating 2-valent and 6-valent to alternating 2-valent and 5-valent) (the vector is
(8,6,8,4) = (0,6,0,0) + (8,0,8,4)):

Figure 38: Transition A, from 2- and 6- to 2- and 5-valent

Transition Case B (alternating 2-valent and 5-valent to alternating 3-valent and 5-valent) (the vector is
(2,12,10,0) = (0,6,0,0) + (2,6,10,0)):
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Figure 39: Transition B, from 2- and 5- to 3- and 5-valent

Transition Case C (alternating 2-valent and 6-valent to alternating 3-valent and 6-valent) (the vector is
(4,14,0,8) = (0,6,0,0) + (4,8,0,8)):

Figure 40: Transition C, from 2- and 6- to 3- and 6-valent

Transition Case D (alternating 3-valent and 6-valent to alternating 3-valent and 5-valent) (the vector is
(0,17,7,2) = (0,6,0,0) + (0,11,7,2)):

Figure 41: Transition D, from 3- and 6- to 3- and 5-valent (3-polytopal)
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Transition Case E (alternating 2-valent and 6-valent to alternating 3-valent and 5-valent) (the vector is
(3,13,7,3) = (0,6,0,0)+ (3,7,7,3)):

Figure 42: Transition E, from 2- and 6- to 3- and 5-valent (3-polytopal)

The procedures for dealing with a general vector (a,b,c,d) are essentially the same to those described
above for a starting configuration with three 2-valent vertices. I shall reproduce the pseudo-code from
above with the necessary changes for using 3-valent instead of 2-valent vertices as anchors. The
changes refer to the fact that instead of using x-3 in our calculations we use x, and instead of using y we
use y-6 (because six of the 3-valent vertices counted by y are used as anchors).

Algorithm for Realizing Four-Vectors When y ≥ 6

Given a four-vector (x,y,z,w) satisfying (1) where x is number of 2-valent vertices, y is number of 3-valent
vertices, z is number of 5-valent vertices and w is number of 6-valent exterior vertices.
1. Write (x,y,z,w) as (0,6,0,0) + (x,y-6,z,w).
2. Is w > 0? If yes, go to 3, if not, go to 15.
3. Is x>0? If yes, go to 4, if not go to 12.
4. If x<w, go to 5. If x=w, go to 8. If x>w, go to 9.
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5. Is z>0? If yes, go to 6. If no, go to 7.
6. Start with basic construction 1. Use transition c to go to basic construction 3. When 6-valent exterior
vertices exhausted, use transition d to go to basic construction 4. Continue this until done.
7. Start with basic construction 1. Use transition c to go to basic construction 3. Continue until done.
8. Start with basic construction 1. It must be the case that y – 6 = z; if z > 0, use transition e to go to
basic construction 4; if z = 0, continue with basic construction 1 until done.
9. Is y-6>0? If yes, go to 10. If no, go to 11.
10. Start with basic construction 1. Use transition a to go to basic construction 2. When 2-valent vertices
are exhausted, use transition b to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.
11. Start with basic construction 1. Use transition a to go to basic construction 2. Continue until done.
12. Is z>0? If yes, go to 13. If no, go to 14.
13. Start with basic construction 3. Use transition d to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.
14. Start with basic construction 3 and continue until done. No transitions necessary.
15. Is z > 0? If yes, go to 16. If no, then there are neither 6-valent exterior nor 5-valent vertices, but there
are by assumption six 3-valent vertices, so the construction is a hexagon, and we are done. (By the
fundamental equation there can be no more two- or three-valent vertices if there are no 5-valent or 6valent exterior vertices.)
16. Is x>0? If yes, go to 17, if no, go to 20.
17. Is y-6 > 0? If yes, go to 18, if no, go to 19.
18. Start with basic construction 2. Use transition b to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.
19. Start with basic construction 2. Continue until done. No transitions necessary.
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20. Start with basic construction 4 and continue until done. No transitions necessary.
******************
I shall now illustrate the construction of a polyiamond from a four-vector satisfying (1) in accordance with
the algorithm. (In the appendix I provide more sample constructions, giving sample vectors and
constructions for each of the terminal nodes of the decision tree.) Suppose, then, one is given the
following vector: (3,14,4,5). This satisfies (1).

In accordance with line 1, we write the vector as (0,6,0,0) + (3,8,4,5). Line 2 asks if w is greater than 0; w
= 5 so we go to 3. Line 3 asks if x is greater than zero; it is, so we go to line 4. Line 4 asks us to compare
x and w; we do so and find x < w (3 < 5), so we go to line 5. Line 5 asks if z is greater than zero; it is, so
we go to line 6. Line 6 tells us “Start with basic construction 1. Use transition c to go to basic construction
4. When 6-valent exterior vertices exhausted, use transition d to go to basic construction 3. Continue this
until done.” The following polyiamond is constructed according to this prescription:

Figure 43: Construction of sample four-vector with 3-valent anchors

We record the results of the above discussion and constructions as:

Theorem 5: If a four-vector with integral non-negative entries (x,y,z,w) satisfies 2x + y = 6 + z + 2w and y
≥ 6, the four-vector can by realized geometrically by a polyiamond with x 2-valent vertices, y 3-valent
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vertices, z 5-valent vertices and w 6-valent exterior vertices, using 4-valent and 6-valent interior vertices
as needed.

Taking together theorems 3, 4 and 5, we get our desired Eberhard-type theorem:

Theorem 6: If a four-vector with integral non-negative entries (x,y,z,w) satisfies 2x + y = 6 + z + 2w, the
four-vector can by realized geometrically by a polyiamond with x 2-valent vertices, y 3-valent vertices, z 5valent vertices and w 6-valent exterior vertices, using 4-valent and 6-valent interior vertices as needed.
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Chapter Three: Related Topics

Connectivity and 3-Polytopality

The original Eberhard theorem was presented in the context of 3-polytopes. As mentioned in the first
chapter, one reason that polyiamonds are interesting is that some but not all polyiamonds are edgevertex graphs of 3-polytopes. The relevant theorem is by Ernst Steinitz, who proved that a graph can by
realized by a three-dimensional convex polytope if and only if the graph is simple, planar and three
connected (see [10] or [19]). A simple graph is one without loops or more than one edge between a pair
of vertices (and also unweighted and undirected): this is true of polyiamonds. Polyiamonds are also
obviously planar graphs, so the question as to whether or not an individual polyiamond is the edge-vertex
graph of a 3-polytope reduces to whether or not the polyiamond is 3-connected. Recall, a graph is kconnected if there are at least k independent paths (independent means sharing no edge and no vertices
apart from the initial and final vertex) between every pair of vertices. Equivalently, a graph is k-connected
if one can delete any k-1 vertices (and the edges adjacent to them) and leave the graph connected. Some
polyiamonds are 3-connected and some are not. In fact, we can be more specific:

Theorem 7: Any polyiamond is either 2-connected or 3-connected.

That a polyiamond must be at least 2-connected is not difficult to see. A graph without cut-vertices—
vertices whose removal disconnect a component of a graph--is 2-connected (if we rule out of
consideration the complete graphs on one and two vertices), and because polyiamonds are built by
pasting triangles edge-to-edge—that is, by adding cycles to pre-existing cycles, they do not have cutvertices.
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Some polyiamonds are 3-connected; for example, the hexagon (the figure consisting of six triangles, with
one interior 6-valent vertex and six 3-valent vertices). It is perhaps obvious that the hexagon is threeconnected, but nevertheless we show that it is. We have two cases:
a) We remove any two 3-valent vertices—that is, vertices from the boundary of the hexagon. Then
five vertices remain, the central vertex and four on the boundary. All boundary vertices clearly are
connected to the central vertex and to every other remaining boundary vertex by a path through
the central vertex (possibly by another path as well, but in any case via the central vertex). The
central vertex is connected to every other vertex by definition of the hexagon.
b) We remove the central vertex and one boundary vertex. Since the six boundary vertices formed a
6-cycle, removal of one vertex does not disconnect them.
No polyiamond can be more than 3-connected because of the basic vertex-valency equation (1): 2V2 +
V3 = 6 + V5 + 2V6. That equation guarantees that 2-valent or 3-valent vertices must be present in all
polyiamonds, and clearly such vertices can be isolated by deletion of at most three (adjacent) vertices.
□

What distinguishes polyiamonds that are 3-connected—and so 3-polytopal--from those that are only 2connected? Clearly, the presence of 2-valent vertices is sufficient to render a polyiamond not 3connected, but it is not necessary; the figure below illustrates a polyiamond with no 2-valent vertices that
is easily seen not to be 3-connected:
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Figure 1: No 2-valent vertices but not 3-connected

Deleting the 6-valent exterior vertex, and either one of the two 4-valent vertices, along with adjacent
edges, disconnects the polyiamond even though all vertices in the figure are 3-, 4-, or 6-valent.

For graphs in general there exists a characterization of 3-connectedness in terms of whether the graph
can be built up from the complete graph on four vertices by a process involving splitting vertices and
adding edges to the vertices that were split (see [5]). In the case of polyiamonds, however, we have a
simpler criterion for whether or not the graph is 3-connected.

Theorem 8: A polyiamond with at least four vertices is 3-connected if and only if each boundary vertex is
adjacent to only two other boundary vertices—the ones that come before and after in a circuit of the
boundary.

Before proving Theorem 8 I note one apparent counter-example: the polyiamond that consists of a sole
triangle. In the case of a triangle, each vertex is connected only to two other boundary vertices, but one
does not think of a triangle (or rather, the edge-vertex graph that forms a triangle) as 3-connected. The
problem arises essentially because a triangle is a complete graph on three vertices, and complete graphs
are special cases when it comes to connectivity, since they have no separating set of vertices. In the
textbook by Douglas West on Graph Theory, the connectivity of a graph G is defined as “the minimum
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size of a vertex set S such that G – S is disconnected or has only one vertex.” That final phrase “only has
one vertex” is to address the issues posed by complete graphs. In polyiamonds, the triangle itself is the
only complete graph that is encountered, so I regard it as simply a special and exceptional case.

For all other polyiamonds then, we argue as follows. Suppose the condition fails to hold—that is, there is
a boundary vertex v which is adjacent to three (or more) other vertices on the boundary. Two of these will
be the vertices that come before and after in a sequential listing of the vertices of the boundary, but the
other(s) will not. Call this non-sequential vertex v’. The edge between v and v’ thus constitutes a “chord”
of the polyiamond—if you think of the polyiamond distorted so that it resembled a disk (to which it is
homeomorphic), then the edge between v and v’ would be a chord of that disk. If you took scissors and
cut the polyiamond along this edge, you would have two distinct pieces or polyiamonds. But this means
that deleting v and v’ (and the edge between them) disconnects the polyiamond, since each of the two
portions into which the polyiamond is cut will have vertices (specifically, in a sequential ordering of the
vertices on the boundary, one piece will have a vertex numbered below v, and one above). Note also that
the presence of a 2-valent vertex automatically means that one has vertices (not the 2-valent vertex itself,
but rather the two vertices adjacent to it) that are connected to more than two boundary vertices, and so
the criterion has been violated.

In Figure 1, the edges between the 6-valent vertex and either of the two 4-valent vertices constitute what I
have called a chord, and so deletion of the 6-valent and either of the 4-valent vertices disconnects the
graph. Figure 2 below illustrates how a 2-valent vertex guarantees that a polyiamond is not 3-connected
and the criterion stated in the theorem fails to hold: the neighbors of the 2-valent vertex are adjacent to
each other, making both of them adjacent to more than two boundary vertices.
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Figure 2: Why a 2-valent vertex means criterion not met

Thus the criterion is necessary. It is also sufficient. Suppose, then, that every vertex is adjacent to only
two other boundary vertices—the ones to which it is adjacent in a sequential ordering of the boundary
vertices. Take any two vertices, A and B, in a polyiamond that meets our criterion. Between A and B there
are independent paths that use distinct parts of boundary of the polyiamond. If both A and B are on the
boundary this is clear, but if one of both of A and B are interior it is not much harder to see: take two
edges of A (assuming it is interior) and continue the lines that those edges determine until the boundary is
intersected in two distinct places, then follow the boundary to point B or to the two boundary vertices that
are hit by lines extending edges from B. Figure 3 (on the next page) illustrates this idea: the vertices
along one path are marked 1 and those along the other are marked 2.
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Figure 3: Two boundary paths between vertices

We claim it is always possible to find a third path consisting only of interior vertices (except perhaps A and
B themselves). Since only vertices of valence three or higher are found in a polyiamond meeting our
characterization, every vertex is either interior itself or has an edge that is adjacent to an interior vertex.
Suppose then one starts from A to B, attempting to find a path consisting only of interior vertices. How
could this fail? It fails if one arrives at an interior vertex (possibly the initial interior vertex, A) from which
the adjacent edges in the direction of B (and so following each other cyclically as one does a rotation
around the vertex) both go to boundary vertices. But any two edges (cyclically following each other)
leaving an interior vertex are two edges of a triangle, and the third edge is also part of the polyiamond—
otherwise the vertex would be a six-valent exterior vertex. And in that case we have two boundary
vertices joined by an edge that is a chord of the polyiamond—that is, we have violated the criterion we
assumed to hold. The polyiamond shown above in Figure 1 illustrates this obstruction. In other words, the
lack of a path consisting of interior vertices means that the polyiamond has a chord, and a chord means
□

that the criterion has been violated.
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The criterion gives an easy, mechanical way to check for three-connectness in polyiamonds: simply check
each vertex on the boundary and determine whether any one is connected to more than two other
boundary vertices—if so, the polyiamond is not three-connected, and so is not the edge-vertex graph of a
three-polytope. Note that the requirement applies to boundary vertices: interior vertices may be
connected to as many as five boundary vertices (or, in the sole case of the hexagon, six) while the figure
remains three-connected.

Assuming the criterion holds, then we know that every boundary vertex must be connected to (at least
one) 6-valent interior vertex—indeed, we can say more: a 3-valent boundary vertex is connected to one
6-valent interior, a 4-valent to two, a 5-valent to three and a 6-valent exterior vertex is connected to four
6-valent interior vertices.

We see that 3-connectedness in polyiamonds thus requires an abundance of 6-valent interior vertices.
Indeed, given a vector of the form (0,y,z,w) with y = V3, z = V5, w = V6exterior (V2 must equal zero or the
polyiamond cannot be 3-connected), we can easily calculate a lower bound on the number of V6 interior
vertices required if the polyiamond is to have a chance of being 3-connected, and so 3-polytopal.
Specifically, the number of 6-valent interior vertices, V6int ≥ (y + 3z + 4w)/6. For a better bound, we should
also count the contribution of 4-valent vertices, because even though these vertices do not play a role in
equation (1), they do matter when it comes to the number of 6-valent interior vertices. Letting u stand for
the number of 4-valent vertices, we record this observation as:
Theorem 9: V6int ≥ (y + 2u + 3z + 4w)/6 in three-connected polyiamonds.
□

The relation is an inequality rather than an equality because 6-valent vertices can be adjacent to other 6valent vertices. Thus, in the case of a hexagon, we do have an equality: one 6-valent interior vertex) =
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(six 3-valent vertices)/6, but if we consider a figure with seven 3-valent vertices and one 5-valent vertex,
we have three 6-valent vertices. The figures below illustrates the situation.

Figure 4: V6int = 1= six 3-valent vertices/6

Figure 5: V6int = 3 ≥ (7 + 3)/ 6

In fact, the hexagon is the only 3-connected polyiamond for which we have V6int = (y + 2u + 3z + 4w)/6; for
every other case the relation is an inequality. The hexagon is the smallest 3-connected polyiamond; every
other such polyiamond consists of more triangles and will have more vertices on the boundary. This
means there must be more than one 6-valent interior vertex, and then, if the polyiamond is to be 3-
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connected, each 6-valent interior vertex must share at least one edge with another 6-valent interior
vertex.

Hamiltonicity

A graph is Hamiltonian if one can find a path that visits every vertex and returns to its starting point,
without visiting any vertex (other than the starting point) more than once. We can connect Hamiltonicity in
polyiamonds with three-connectedness. More specifically, we have:

Theorem 10: If a polyiamond P is three-connected then it is Hamiltonian.

Citing Thomas and Yu [16] we note that, if a planar graph is four-connected, then any graph obtained
from it by deleting one vertex has a Hamiltonian cycle. Of course, as observed earlier, no polyiamond is
four-connected, since any polyiamond must contain vertices of degree two or three, and thus has vertices
that can be isolated by at most three deletions. However, if we start with a three-connected polyiamond
and add one vertex and the appropriate edges, then we can turn P, our polyiamond, into a four-connected
planar graph and then the theorem will apply.

Specifically, we put a new vertex in the infinite face and connect every vertex on the boundary of P to it by
a new edge. The resulting graph is planar and four connected. That means the theorem applies, and
since P can be obtained from it by deleting the vertex we just added, it must be the case that P contains a
Hamiltonian cycle.

The following diagram should give an idea of what we are discussing. Given a polyiamond such as the
one shown below, we add one vertex in the infinite face and draw edges to it from every boundary vertex.
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Figure 6: A three-connected polyiamond

Figure 7: The same polyiamond with an additional vertex v and edges to boundary vertices
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Connecting each vertex on the boundary with a new vertex in the infinite face preserves planarity, as
should be clear from the picture (which could be extended in a straightforward way to a polyiamond of
any given size and shape). Assuming the original polyiamond was 3-connected, it is immediate that every
boundary vertex has four distinct paths to each other boundary vertex—the three that were in the original
polyiamond and a new one consisting of two edges, one going from the starting point to the newly added
vertex, and one leaving the new vertex to the destination point. The other cases are not much more
complicated. Any interior vertex will have—by 3-connectedness—three paths to any other vertex,
boundary or interior. One of those paths must proceed by passing through interior vertices, while the two
others may use paths that go along parts of the boundary. In any case, the interior vertex—or if two
interior vertices are involved, both interior vertices—will have a further path to the boundary of the
polyiamond, using an edge not used in the other paths, as indicated in the illustration below:

Figure 8: A fourth path between interior vertices

The added vertex in the infinite face is also connected by four independent paths to any vertex in the
polyiamond: if the vertex is interior, take any four edges and consider them as rays emitted from that
vertex; they will not intersect and since the polyiamond is a finite object they will have some first point at
which they intersect the boundary of the polyiamond, and then the edges from those four boundary
vertices to the new vertex complete four distinct paths. If we consider the new vertex and a boundary
vertex v, then take first the three edges to v and to the vertices on either side (in the bounding cycle) of v;
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that gives three distinct paths; for a fourth path take an edge to any other vertex (the polyiamond must of
course have at least six boundary vertices, since the hexagon is the smallest 3-connected polyiamond)
and take a path to v through the interior of the polyiamond (which exists by 3-connectedness).

So the graph so constructed is planar and four-connected, and thus the theorem cited before applies: any
graph obtained from it by the deletion of a vertex and the adjacent edges will be Hamiltonian. Our initial
polyiamond can obviously be recovered by removing the added vertex and its adjacent edges.
□

Three-connectedness is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for a polyiamond to be Hamiltonian;
indeed, while 3-connected requires 6-valent interior vertices, a complete absence of such vertices
guarantees that a polyiamond will be Hamiltonian, since in that case every vertex is on the boundary and
so the boundary forms a Hamiltonian circuit. Still, there are polyiamonds that are not Hamiltonian, as can
be seen from the following figure:

Figure 9: A polyiamond that does not have a Hamiltonian circuit
The figure is a hexagon with triangles added, turning it into a six-pointed star. If we remove six vertices—
the six vertices adjacent to the center vertex—then we are left with a graph made up of 7 isolated vertices
or graph components—the center vertex and the six points of the star. A standard theorem [see 18] says
that a Hamiltonian circuit cannot be present if removal of k vertices leaves more than k components. (Let
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G be a graph and S a collection of vertices, with |S| = k. Let G – S be the graph formed when the vertices
S are removed from G. Any Hamiltonian cycle on leaving a component of G – S must go to a vertex of S,
so if there are more components in G – S than there are vertices S, the proposed circuit would need to
use some vertex twice and so would fail to be Hamiltonian.) More intuitively, perhaps, one could observe
that a Hamiltonian circuit would have to visit each “point” of the star or 2-valent vertex; doing so forces
tracing the boundary of the figure, but this leaves the center vertex unvisited.
It is perhaps worth comparing the above figure with the one below:

Figure 10: A Hamiltonian polyiamond with the same four-vector as Figure 8
The two figures have the same degree sequence or four-tuple: (6,0,6,0), but the star shape does not
have a Hamiltonian sequence whereas the one immediately above does—simply trace a circuit around
the boundary of the figure, starting from any vertex. There are of course other differences between the
two figures—the star has an interior six-valent vertex and no V4, while the lower figure has no interior sixvalent vertices but 9 vertices of valence four; if one traces the bounding circuit one meets two-valent and
five valent vertices in a different order, as well.
It is not difficult to generalize slightly the star-shaped non-Hamiltonian polyiamond. The figures below do
not allow a Hamiltonian circuit for the same reason as the star in figure eight: in Figure 10 if we delete the
five five-valent and one 6-valent exterior vertices that are marked, we have deleted a set of six vertices
but we are left with seven components, and so the graph cannot be Hamiltonian. Similarly, in Figure 11,
deletion of 12 vertices leaves 13 components.
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Figure 11: A non-Hamiltonian polyiamond

Figure 12: Another non-Hamiltonian polyiamond

We thus have an infinite family of non-Hamiltonian polyiamonds. In the case of three-connectedness a
simple test was found for polyiamonds, but if there is a comparable characterization for Hamiltonian
polyiamonds I have not yet found it.
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The situation as to whether or not an Eulerian circuit exists in an arbitrary polyiamond is of course
simpler, since the characterization of Eulerian circuits is simpler. If there are no 3-valent or 5-valent
vertices, then the polyiamond will have an Eulerian circuit; otherwise not. Thus no 3-polytopal
polyiamonds have Eulerian circuits, since all such polyiamonds require 3-valent vertices. There are
infinitely many Eulerian polyiamonds.

Minimality

Given a four-tuple that satisfies the basic vertex-valency equation, one can find an infinite family of
geometric constructions that realize the four-tuple, simply by using more and more 4-valent and/or 6valent interior vertices. It is therefore natural to ask which of these constructions are minimal in some
sense. One can consider different types of minimality—one might ask, for example, which geometric
realizations use the fewest 4-valent vertices, which use the fewest 6-valent internal vertices, which use
the fewest number of 4- and/or 6-valent internal vertices. Here I consider the following question: given a
specific 4-vector, what is the smallest number of triangles with which that 4-vector can be realized?

We recall from Chapter One the following formula connecting the number of triangles to the valences of
vertices in the polyiamond:

Lemma 1 (from Chapter One):

# Triangles = (V2 + 2V3 + 3V4 + 4V5 + 5V6ext + 6V6int) / 3

A given four-vector fixes the values of V2, V3, V5 and V6ext: to realize the four-vector our number of
triangles must be at least (V2 + 2V3 + 4V5 + 5V6ext ) / 3. Consequently, when we speak of minimality with
respect to the number of triangles we are concerned with limiting the number of 4-valent and 6-valent
interior vertices. Below I will present constructions that establish that in the case of many four-vectors,
one can construct a polyiamond representing the given vector using no 4-valent or 6-valent interior
vertices, and such polyiamonds have # Triangles = (V 2 + V3 + V5 + V6ext) – 2, and this is minimal.
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It is certainly true that not all four-vectors can be constructed so as to avoid using 4-valent and/or 6-valent
interior vertices. The minimal realization of the four-vector (0, 6, 0, 0) is a hexagon, and that has one
interior 6-valent vertex; in this case, the number of triangles equals the sum of the entries in the fourvector (i.e., it is not two fewer). More flagrantly, from the viewpoint of minimizing triangles, the four-vector
(0, 7, 1, 0) has a minimal realization that has three 6-valent interior vertices as well as two 4-valent
vertices; the number of triangles is 14, exceeding by 6 the sum of the entries of the four-vector. The figure
below shows this polyiamond.

Figure 13: Minimal polyiamond for four-vector (0, 7, 1, 0)

Careful and exhaustive study shows that the figure shown is a minimal realization of (0, 7, 1, 0) but here
is an argument to that effect. We must put the 5-valent vertex somewhere, and having done so, we put
three 3-valent vertices on each side of it, one after another. We do this without introducing any 4-valent
vertices, to seek minimality. This creates part of the boundary of a polyiamond with a 5-valent vertex in
the middle and three 3-valent on each side (in the figure, the “last” 3-valent vertex in each of these groups
of three is shown with a larger font for the 3). Having done this, we must close up the boundary of this
polyiamond using one more 3-valent vertex, and in doing so we arrive at the figure above.
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Clearly, then, there are polyiamonds for which the number of triangles in a minimal realization exceeds
(V2 + V3 + V5 + V6ext) – 2. I will present constructions below to argue that a minimal construction with no 4valent or 6-valent interior vertices can be achieved if the four-vector has a sufficient number of entries of
three types—2-valent, 3-valent, and 5-valent. (Below, in case 2, I specify what qualifies as sufficient.)
With respect to minimality (as defined here), it turns out that it helps to have different types of vertices
available to be used in the construction, and the worst case is when the four-vector has only 2-valent and
6-valent exterior vertices. In fact, we can divide our four-vectors into three types.

1) Vectors of type (x, 0, 0, x-3)—that is, we have only 3-valent and 6-valent exterior vertices to work
with. I shall present below a construction showing that one can realize such vectors so that #
Triangles/(V2 + V6ext) → 1.2 as the entries in the four-vector grow larger. I believe this is the best
that can be done for such four-vectors.

2) Vectors that have four or more vertices of each of these three types: 2-valent, 3-valent, and 5valent. For these vectors, we can attain the best possible: that is, no 4-valent or 6-valent interior
vertices, and # Triangles = (V2 + V3 + V5 + V6ext) – 2.

3) Vectors where V2 + V5 ≥ 2, but we lack some of the choices available in 2). As a result, the
minimal realizations of these vectors will use more triangles than (V 2 + V3 + V5 + V6ext) – 2, but
only slightly more. More specifically, vectors in this category, no matter how large the entries of
the four-vector grow, can be realized using no more triangles than (V2 + V3 + V5 + V6ext) + c,
where c is a small integer that must be at least 6--thanks to the example (0, 7, 1, 0) shown
above—but which I believe is probably no larger than that.
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Before presenting constructions to support the statements just made, I show that (V2 + V3 + V5 + V6ext) – 2
is a lower bound for the number of triangles in a polyiamond: it is as good as we can do in minimizing the
number of triangles in a polyiamond.

This is a consequence of the basic vertex-valency relationship: 2V2 + V3 = 6 + V5 + 2V6ext , and of the
formula counting the number of triangles in terms of vertices . Ignoring for the moment the constant 6 in
the vertex-valency relationship, we see that if V2 goes up by one, then V5 must go up by two or V6ext by
one; similarly, if we increase the number of 3-valent vertices by two then either V5 also goes up by two or
V6ext goes up by one. In terms of increase to the entries in the four-vector, we have four situations. The
first two we consider involve adding two vertices to the four-vector:

a) One additional 3-valent vertex and one additional 5-valent vertex
b) One additional 2-valent vertex and one additional 6-valent exterior vertex.

In both these cases, using our triangle-counting formula, we get two triangles (disregarding any possible
new 4-valent or 6-valent interior vertices, which we may since we are concerned with finding a lower
bound for the number of triangles in a polyiamond, and such vertices would only increase that number):
a’) 1x2(for 3-valent) + 1x4(for 5-valent)/3 = (2 + 4)/3 = 2 triangles = # vertices
b’) 1x1(for 2-valent) + 1x5(for 6-valent exterior)/3 = (1 + 5)/3 = 2 triangles = # vertices

The other cases involve adding three vertices to the four-vector. These are:

c) Two 3-valent and one 6-valent exterior
d) One 2-valent and two 5-valent

In both these cases, using formula (1), we get three triangles:
c’) 2x2 (for 3-valent) + 1x5 (for 6-valent exterior)/3 = (4 + 5) /3 = 3 triangles = # vertices
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d’) 1x1 (for 2-valent) + 2x4 (for 5-valent)/3 = (1 + 8) / 3 = 3 triangles = # vertices

The constant 6 in the vertex valency relationship is the reason why a minimal polyiamond may have fewer
triangles than vertices in the four-vector. To account for the constant and make the vertex valency
equation balance we can use three 2-valent vertices, and that will add one triangle but three vertices; in
similar fashion we can handle the constant with two 2-valent and two 3-valent; or one 2-valent and four 3valent, or six 3-valent; the calculations based on Lemma 1 yield an excess of vertices over triangles of
two. This does not mean that it is always possible to geometrically realize a polyiamond with two fewer
triangles than the sum of the four-vector entries: we have seen cases where that is not true. But we have
established that two fewer triangles (than the sum of the vertex entries) is the least number of triangles:
fewer than that would require a bigger constant than 6.

I shall now present constructions to support the claims made above. My presentation will not be nearly as
detailed as in proving the Eberhard-type theorem in Chapter Two but will follow a somewhat similar
approach. As before, the strategy is to balance vertices from the left-side of the vertex-valency equation
with those from the right side, but we shall do so differently this time, with the goal of eliminating 4-valent
and/or 6-valent interior vertices. I start by presenting four constructions showing how we may combine
just two types of vertices (one from the right side and one from the left). The figures I present will not be
complete polyiamonds—they will just represent a portion of a polyiamond that uses two types of vertices.
After that I will present minimal realizations of several four-vectors in an attempt to show how one may
paste together the components to realize a complete minimal polyiamond. The pasting and especially the
taking care of the left and right ends of the figure is where the issues arise; I believe the examples I
present will suggest, if not prove, that this can be done, given the requisite variety of vertices to work with.
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The four constructions to be pasted together to form a minimal polyiamond are these:

1) 2-valent and 6-valent exterior vertices:

Figure 14: Polyiamond portion alternating 2-valent and 6-valent vertices

2)

2-valent and 5-valent vertices:

Figure 15: Polyiamond portion alternating 2-valent and 5-valent vertices

3) 3-valent and 6-valent exterior vertices

Figure 16: Polyiamond portion alternating 3-valent and 6-valent vertices
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4) 3-valent and 5-valent vertices

Figure 17: Polyiamond portion alternating 3-valent and 5-valent vertices

Now I present a minimal realization of a sample vector in which all entries are positive and sufficient so
that minimality can be attained: (16, 10, 18, 9). I construct this using the constructions shown above
except the one in which 3-valent vertices are balanced with 6-valent vertices. Note, also, that this has
sufficient vertices of the types listed in case 2. The figure has 51 triangles, which can be arrived at by
counting or by using the formula of Lemma 1 and the entries in the four-vector (there are no 4-valent or 6valent interior vertices). The sum of the entries of the four-vector is 53, so we do indeed have two fewer
triangles than that sum.
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Figure 18: Minimal polyiamond for four-vector (16, 10, 18, 9)

Here is another four-vector with entries that require use of the construction given above that balances 3valent and 6-valent exterior vertices (unused in Figure 17), and so has different transitions. The vector is
(7, 29, 9, 14). The polyiamond has 57 triangles, two less than the sum of the entries of the four-vector.

Figure 19: Minimal polyiamond for four-vector (7, 29, 9, 14)
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It is clear that either of these examples can be extended to a multitude of other four-vectors, simply by
enlarging the component parts that vary between just two types of vertices. In fact, I believe it is not too
difficult to see that they (or something very much like them) can be extended to any given four-vector that
has the minimal number of 2-valent, 3-valent and 5-valent vertices specified above (in case 2). We need
this variety of vertices to deal with the left and right ends of the figure and to make transitions—but there
are only at most three transitions, and so minimality can be obtained with only a few vectors of each type.

Cases One and Three occur when the requisite variety of vertices is not available. In Case Three, where
it is assumed that V3 + V5 ≥ 2, we can achieve something close to minimality: at worst we have only a
finite and quite limited number of triangles more than that (V2 + V3 + V5 + V6ext) – 2. Here are two
examples of what may happen in that case. (The hexagon and polyiamond with the vector (0, 7, 1, 0)
shown above are other examples.)

One 3-valent, one 5-valent, and the rest 2-valent and 6-valent exterior. The vector is (15, 1, 1, 12). The
figure has two 4-valent vertices and 29 triangles, which equals the sum of the entries in its four vector
instead of being two less.

Figure 20: Minimal polyiamond for the vector (15, 1, 1, 12)
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A somewhat different type of situation arises when one has only 3-valent and 5-valent vertices to use.
This still falls into the Case Three category, allowing realizations of four-vectors that exceed the best
possible number--(V2 + V3 + V5 + V6ext) – 2—by only a small and finite amount. Here I show a minimal
realization of the vector (0, 20, 14, 0). The figure has two 4-valent vertices and two 6-valent interior
vertices; because of these, it has 38 triangles even though the sum of the four-vector entries is only 34.
Still, it is clear that this figure could be extended to include arbitrarily many more 5-valent and 3-valent
vertices without needing to add any more 4-valent or 6-valent interior vertices, which are necessary only
at the two ends of the figure.

Figure 21: Minimal polyiamond for the vector (0, 20, 14, 0)

Case One consists of four-vectors which have positive entries only in the slots for 2- and 6-valent exterior
vertices. I believe that the figure below is minimal for this type of four-vector; as is clear, the number of 4valent vertices will increase as we increase the entries for 2-valent and 6-valent vertices. Indeed, we have
two 4-valent vertices for every block of five 2-valent and five 6-valent exterior vertices, and this means
that the number of triangles will approach a ratio of 1.2 triangles to 1 four-vector vertex, instead of a ratio
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of 1:1. I illustrate this situation with a polyiamond with a four-vector of (22, 0, 0, 19). This polyiamond has
52 triangles, while the sum of its four-vector entries is only 41. It has thirteen 4-valent vertices (but no 6valent interior vertices).

Figure 22: Minimal polyiamond for the vector (22, 0, 0, 19)

The problem in this case is that we cannot achieve the most efficient arrangement—shown in Figure 13—
for alternating 2-valent and 6-valent vertices. To have that arrangement we need to use vertices with
different angle measure than we have available (such as is done in figures 17, 18 and 19). There are
other ways to realize vectors with only 2-valent and 6-valent exterior vertices (and some number of 4valent or 6-valent interior vertices), but I believe the method shown to be the most efficient.

Open Questions

We have derived a diophantine equation that describes the valences of vertices making up polyiamonds,
and shown that any four-vector of non-negative integers that satisfies that equation can in fact be realized
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by a polyiamond—an Eberhard-type theorem. A simple characterization of three-connectedness in
polyiamonds has been stated and proved. Some sufficient conditions for a polyiamond to have a
Hamiltonian circuit have been given. In the section just concluded, a notion of minimality for polyiamonds
was defined and various constructions and examples presented with the aim of showing that many fourvectors can be realized using only as many triangles as the sum of the entries in the four-vector, minus 2.

There are further questions that can be asked in this subject area. The strategy I adopted for
demonstrating that geometric realizations of four-vectors exist involve alternating between vertices of
different types; one might ask what is the effect on geometric realizations if one specifies an order in
which the vertices must occur. For example, given the four-vector (18, 11, 7, 17), can one construct a
polyiamond in which the 18 two-valent vertices appear one after another, followed by the 11 three-valent
vertices, which are then followed by seven 5-valent and finally by the 17 six-valent exterior vertices, using
(and placing) 4-valent vertices and 6-valent interior vertices as needed? Note that such an order of
vertices will be cyclical, in the sense that the order stated above would be geometrically the same as
saying that we start with 8 two-valent, followed by 11 three-valent, followed by 7 five-valent, followed by
17 six-valent exterior, followed by 10 more 2-valent…which brings us back to our starting place (a
polyiamond is homeomorphic to a closed disk). Assuming such constructions are possible (for some
choice of 4-valent and 6-valent interior vertices) , what impact does prescribing the order of the vertices
have on the question of how many triangles are necessary to realize the indicated construction? A few
experiments in drawing polyiamonds to fit such requirements suggest that in some cases many more
triangles may be required; e.g., realizing the 4-vector (8, 0, 0, 5) with the requirement that the five 6valent exterior vertices occur one after another leads to quite a number of 6-valent interior vertices, and of
course this is a fairly small vector. (I use “small” here to refer to the total of the entries in the four-vector, a
total that counts the number of 2-valent, 3-valent, 5-valent and 6-valent exterior vertices.)

One may also ask questions relating to the bounding circuit of a polyiamond. For a triangle, this circuit
has length three, and clearly this is the smallest length for any bounding circuit. One might ask, for n ≥ 3,
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what number of distinct four-vectors can be realized by a polyiamond with that length? What is the
relationship between the entries of a four-vector and the minimal length of bounding circuit for a
polyiamond that realizes the four-vector?

The minimal realizations shown above for the four-vectors (0, 6, 0, 0) and (0, 7, 1, 0) are 3-connected and
so three-polytopal; are these the only four-vectors which necessarily have 3-connected graphs? Theorem
9 gives a lower bound for the number of 6-valent interior vertices that must be present in 3-connected and
hence 3-polytopal polyiamonds; is it possible to get a more precise statement of the smallest number of
6-valent interior vertices necessary to realize a given vector of the type (0, y, z, w) as a 3-connected
graph?

Polyiamonds are figures composed of equilateral triangles. If we broaden our gaze to consider, say,
isosceles triangles, we can ask what conclusions carry over and what needs to be changed?
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Appendix I: Vertex-Valency Equations for Polyominoes and Hexagonal Figures

In Chapter One, vertex-valency equations for polyominoes and for figures composed of hexagons were
given but not derived. I do that here.

For polyominoes (figures made by joining squares edge to edge), we have 2-valent vertices (at corners),
3-valent vertices (where the figure makes a straight line)) and 4-valent vertices both interior and exterior.
Thus:

(1) V = V2 + V3 + V4ext + V4int

If we leave aside the infinite face, then we see that every 2-valent vertex is adjacent to one face (square)
of the polyomino, every 3-valent vertex to two faces, every 4-valent exterior vertex to three faces, and
every 4-valent interior vertex is adjacent to four faces of the polyomino.
Also, every face (other than the infinite face) is adjacent to four vertices. Thus:

(2) F – 1 = (V2 + 2V3 + 3V4ext + 4V4int) / 4

Finally, counting the edges by summing over degrees of all vertices, we have:

(3) E = (2V2 + 3V3 + 4V4ext + 4V4int) / 2

We insert these expressions into Euler’s polyhedral formula, V – E + F = 2, subtracting one from the right
because we are leaving out the infinite face, and move E to the right. We get:
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(4) V2+V3+V4ext+V4int + (V2+2V3+3V4ext+4V4int)/4 = (2V2+3V3+4V4ext+4V4int)/2 + 1

We multiply by four and simplify to get:

(5) V2 = V4ext + 4

Note that the 3-valent vertices (which correspond to where the construction continues in a straight line)
and the 4-valent interior vertices drop out of the final equation. These are the “free” types of vertices for
polyominoes.

A similar calculation gives the formula for figures composed by pasting hexagons edge-to-edge. Such
figures have only three kinds of vertices: 2-valent, 3-valent exterior, and 3-valent interior. Thus:

(6) V = V2 + V3ext + V3int

Leaving the infinite face out of the reckoning, we see that for every other face (every hexagon, that is), a
2-valent vertex is adjacent to one face, a 3-valent exterior vertex to two faces, and a 3-valent interior
vertex to three faces. Each of these faces has six vertices, so:

(7) F – 1 = (V2 + 2V3ext + 3V3int)/6

For the edges we sum the degrees of all the vertices and divide by two:

(8) E = (2V2 + 3V3ext + 3V3int)/2
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Inserting these expressions into the Euler formula we get:

(9) V2 + V3ext + V3int + (V2 + 2V3ext + 3V3int)/6 = (2V2 + 3V3ext + 3V3int)/2 + 1

Making the standard simplifications we arrive at:

(10) V2 = V3ext + 6

The 3-valent interior vertices have dropped out; figures consisting of hexagons joined edge-to-edge do
not have boundary vertices where the figure continues in a straight line, so it is only the interior vertices
that are “free” and drop out of the final equation.
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Appendix II: Realizations of Sample 4-vectors Using Algorithm of Chapter Two

The pseudo-code given in Chapter Two had the purpose of dividing the vertex vectors of polyiamonds
into several distinct classes, and then showing how the constructions given could be used to make
polyiamonds that would realize the given vertex vector. Here I exhibit specific realizations of vectors that
exemplify each of the different classes.

In the discussion below, x refers to the number of 2-valent vertices, y to the number of 3-valent vertices, z
to the number of 5-valent vertices and w to the number of 6-valent exterior vertices. In these
constructions, x is always greater than or equal to three—that is, we presume we have at least three 2valent vertices that can be used as “anchor” vertices to balance the constant six in the equation: 2x + y =
6 + z + 2w

The algorithm is the same whether we assume that we have three 2-valent vertices or, alternatively, six 3valent vertices, but I provide illustrations of sample vectors for both situations.

Part One: It is assumed that there are three or more 2-valent vertices

1. The first construction is given in line 6. It presumes that w > 0; that 0 < x-3 < w, and that z > 0. These
assumptions also force y to be positive, in order to satisfy the basic equation. A vector that illustrates this
is: (5,10,6,4) = (3,0,0,0) + (2,10,6,4). Line 6 says: “Start with basic construction 1. Use transition c to go
to basic construction 3. When 6-valent exterior vertices exhausted, use transition d to go to basic
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construction 4. Continue this until done.” The following construction applies these instructions to create a
polyiamond realizing the given vector.

Figure 1: Polyiamond with sample vector (5, 10, 6, 4)

2. The second construction is given in line 7. It presumes that w > 0; that 0 < x-3 < w, and that z = 0. Y
must be greater than zero, since there must be 3-valent vertices to balance the excess of 6-valent
exterior vertices over 2-valent vertices. A vector that illustrates this is (4,10,0,6) = (3,0,0,0) + (1,10,0,6).
Line 7 says: “Start with basic construction 1. Use transition c to go to basic construction 3. Continue until
done.” Here we illustrate:

Figure 2: Polyiamond with sample vector (4, 10, 0, 6)

3. Line 8 prescribes two slightly different constructions, depending on whether 3-valent and 5-valent
vertices are present or not. If they are present, then they must be present in equal number since Line 8
covers the case when x-3=w: since the w vertices exactly balance the x-3 vertices, the y vertices must
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exactly balance the z vertices. Here are two sample vectors which cover these two situations; if y = z is
greater than zero, then (5,7,7,2) = (3,0,0,0) + (2,7,7,2) works; while if y = z = 0, we can use (5,0,0,2) =
(3,0,0,0) + (2,0,0,2). Line 8 says: “Start with basic construction 1. If y = z > 0, use transition e to go to
basic construction 4 and continue until done. If y = z = 0, continue with basic construction 1 until done.”
We illustrate both possibilities:
a) vector (5,7,7,2) = (3,0,0,0) + (2,7,7,2)

Figure 3: Polyiamond with sample vector (5, 7, 7, 2)

b) vector (5,0,0,2) = (3,0,0,0) + (2,0,0,2)

Figure 4: Polyiamond with sample vector (5, 0, 0, 2)
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4. Line 10 presumes that w > 0, that x-3 > w, and that y > 0. We must have that z > 0, as otherwise
equation 1 would not be satisfied. The vector (6,3,7,1) = (3,0,0,0) + (3,3,7,1) meets these conditions. Line
10 says: “Start with basic construction 1. Use transition a to go to basic construction 2. When 2-valent
vertices are exhausted, use transition b to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.” Here we
illustrate:

Figure 5: Polyiamond with sample vector (6, 3, 7, 1)

5. Line 11 presumes that w > 0, that x-3 > w and that y = 0; the vector (7,0,4,2) = (3,0,0,0) + (4,0,4,2)
exemplifies this situation. Line 11 says: “Start with basic construction 1. Use transition a to go to basic
construction 2. Continue until done.” We illustrate:

Figure 6: Polyiamond with sample vector (7, 0, 4, 2)

6. Line 13 presumes that w > 0 but x – 3 = 0 (that is, the only 2-valent vertices are the three “anchor”
vertices); it is also assumed that z > 0; y must be greater than 0 to balance w and z. The vector (3,11,5,3)
= (3,0,0,0) + (0,11,5,3) exemplifies this situation. The line states: “Start with basic construction 3. Use
transition d to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.” Here we illustrate:
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Figure 7: Polyiamond with sample vector (3, 11, 5, 3)

7. Line 14 presumes that w > 0 but x -3 = 0 and so also does z; thus (apart from the three anchor
vertices) the only two types of vertices to deal with are 6-valent exterior and 3-valent vertices. The vector
(3,12,0,6) = (3,0,0,0) + (0,12,0,6) typifies this situation. Line 14 says: “Start with basic construction 3 and
continue until done. No transitions necessary.” We illustrate:

Figure 8: Polyiamond with sample vector (3, 12, 0, 6)

8. Line 18 presumes that w = 0 (no 6-valent exterior vertices present), but there are 2-valent vertices (in
addition to the three “anchor” vertices) as well as 3-valent vertices present; there must be 5-valent
vertices present to balance these. The vector (5,5,9,0) = (3,0,0,0) + (2,5,9,0) exemplifies this. Line 18
says: “Start with basic construction 2. Use transition b to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.”
Here is the illustration:
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Figure 9: Polyiamond with sample vector (5, 5, 9, 0)

9. Line 19 presumes that w = 0, that there are 2-valent vertices over and above the three “anchor”
vertices, but there are no 3-valent vertices. There must be 5-valent vertices to balance the 2-valent ones.
The vector (8,0,10,0) = (3,0,0,0) + (5,0,10,0) fits this situation. Line 19 says: “Start with basic construction
2. Continue until done. No transitions necessary.”
We illustrate:

Figure 10: Polyiamond with sample vector (8, 0, 10, 0)

10. Line 20 presumes that w = 0 and x-3 = 0. In this situation, there must be the same number of 3-valent
and 5-valent vertices to make equation ((1) balance; if there are no 3-valent and 5-valent vertices we are
reduced to a triangle, so we assume y = z > 0. The vector (3,7,7,0) = (3,0,0,0) + (0,7,7,0) fits this
situation. Line 20 says “Start with basic construction 4 and continue until done. No transitions necessary.”
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We illustrate:

Figure 11: Polyiamond with sample vector (3, 7, 7, 0)

This completes the exhibition of constructions showing the application of the pseudo-code for vectors that
have x ≥ 3.

Part Two: It is assumed that there are six or more 3-valent vertices.

As in the section immediately above, x stands for the number of 2-valent vertices, y for the number of 3valent vertices, z for the number of 5-valent vertices and w for the number of 6-valent exterior vertices. I
will give sample vertex-vectors for each of the constructions envisioned in the pseudo code, and construct
a geometric realization of the vector in accordance with the instructions given. The remarks and
constructions here are parallel and nearly identical to those in the section above, the differences relating
to the fact that in the constructions below the constant 6 in the basic equation is handled by six “anchor”
3-valent vertices (four on the left hand side of the construction and two on the right-hand side), while in
the section above three 2-valent anchor vertices account for the constant.

1. Line 6 contains the first construction. It presumes that w > 0; that 0 < x < w, and that z > 0; in
such a case, to satisfy the basic equation y – 6 must be greater than 0 also. A vector illustrating
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this situation is (4,11,3,5) = (0,6,0,0) + (4,5,3,5). Line 6 says: “Start with basic construction 1. Use
transition c to go to basic construction 3. When 6-valent exterior vertices exhausted, use
transition d to go to basic construction 4. Continue this until done.” The following construction
follows these instructions to create a polyiamond realizing this vector.

Figure 12: Polyiamond with sample vector (4, 11, 3, 5)
2. The second construction is given in line 7. It presumes that w > 0; that 0 < x < w, and that z = 0.
Y - 6 must be greater than zero, since there must be 3-valent vertices to balance the excess of 6valent exterior vertices over 2-valent vertices. The vector (4,10,0,6) = (0,6,0,0) + (4,4,0,6)
illustrates this situation. Line 7 says: “Start with basic construction 1. Use transition c to go to
basic construction 3. Continue until done.” The following vector applies line 7 to create a
polyiamond with vertex vector (4,10,0,6).

Figure 13: Polyiamond with sample vector (4, 10, 0, 6)
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3. Line 8 prescribes two slightly different constructions, depending on whether 3-valent (in excess of
the six “anchor” 3-valent vertices) and 5-valent vertices are present or not. If they are present,
then they must be present in equal number since Line 8 covers the case when x-3=w: since the w
vertices exactly balance the x-3 vertices, the y vertices (apart from the six anchors) must exactly
balance the z vertices. Here are two sample vectors which cover these two situations; if y = z is
greater than zero, then (2,11,5,2) = (0,6,0,0) + (2,5,5,2) works; while if y - 6 = z = 0, we can use
(2,6,0,2) = (0,6,0,0) + (2,0,0,2). Line 8 says: “Start with basic construction 1. It must be the case
that y – 6 = z; if z > 0, use transition e to go to basic construction 4; if z = 0, continue with basic
construction 1 until done.” The constructions below illustrate the case dealt with by line 8.

a) . (2,11,5,2) = (0,6,0,0) + (2,5,5,2)

Figure 14: Polyiamond with sample vector (2, 11, 5, 2)
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b) (2,6,0,2) = (0,6,0,0) + (2,0,0,2)

Figure 15: Polyiamond with sample vector (2, 6, 0, 2)

4. Line 10 presumes that w > 0, that x > w, and that y - 6 > 0. We must have that z > 0, as otherwise
equation 1 would not be satisfied. The vector (3,10,6,2) = (0,6,0,0) + (3,4,6,2) meets these conditions.
Line 10 says: “Start with basic construction 1. Use transition a to go to basic construction 2. When 2valent vertices are exhausted, use transition b to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.” The
following construction applies the instruction to construct the given vector.

Figure 16: Polyiamond with sample vector (3, 10, 6, 2)
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5. Line 11 presumes that w > 0, that x > w and that y - 6 = 0; since x > w, z must be greater than 0. The
vector (5,6,4,3) = (0,6,,0,0) + (5,0,4,3) exemplifies this situation. Line 11 says: “Start with basic
construction 1. Use transition a to go to basic construction 2. Continue until done.” We illustrate:

Figure 17: Polyiamond with sample vector (5, 6, 4, 3)

6. Line 13 presumes that w > 0 but x = 0; it is also assumed that z > 0; y - 6 must be greater than 0 to
balance w and z. The vector (0,17,5,3) = (0,6,0,0) + (0,11,5,3) exemplifies this situation. The line states:
“Start with basic construction 3. Use transition d to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.” Here
we illustrate:

Fig 18: Polyiamond with sample vector (0, 17, 5, 3)

7. Line 14 presumes that w > 0 but x = 0 and so also does z; thus there are only two types of vertices: 6valent exterior and 3-valent. The vector (0,14,0,4) = (0,6,0,0) + (0,8,0,4) illustrates this situation. Line 14
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states: Start with basic construction 3 and continue until done. No transitions necessary.” Here we
illustrate:

Figure 19: Polyiamond with sample vector (0, 14, 0, 4)

8. Line 18 presumes that w = 0, but x, y – 6, and z are all greater than 0. A vector exemplifying this
situation is (2,10,8,0) = (0,6,0,0) + (2,4,8,0). Line 18 states: “Start with basic construction 2. Use transition
b to go to basic construction 4. Continue until done.” The following construction illustrates this for the
given vector:

Figure 20: Polyiamond with sample vector (2, 10, 8, 0)
9. Line 19 presumes that w = 0 and y – 6 = 0 (that is, there are no 3-valent vertices apart from the six
anchor 3-valent vertices); x and z are both positive. A vector exemplifying this is (4,6,8,0)= (0,6,0,0) +
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(4,0,8,0). Line 19 states: “Start with basic construction 2. Continue until done. No transitions necessary.”
Here we illustrate:

Figure 21: Polyiamond with sample vector (4, 6, 8, 0)

10. Line 20 presumes that w = 0, x = 0, but z is positive as is y – 6. A vector exemplifying this is (0,11,5,0)
= (0,6,0,0) + (0,5,5,0). Line 20 says “start with basic construction 4 and continue until done. No transitions
necessary.” Here we illustrate:

Figure 22: Polyiamond with sample vector (0, 11, 5, 0)

This completes the exhibition of constructions showing the application of the pseudo-code for vectors that
have y ≥ 6.
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